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FOREWORD 
..... 
-
On recommendation of the Newfoundland Fisheries 
Development Committee, the Governments of Canada and New-
foundland joined in carrying out a survey in July and August, 
1952, of the more important communities on the northeast coast 
of the Province of Newfoundland. While the emphasis was placed 
on the commercial fisheries of these communities, factual infor-
mation was also compiled on the harbour facilities, forestry, 
agriculture and the social aspects of community life. The notes 
included in the report are intended to provide the Development 
Committee, and later the various departments of the two govern-
ments, with data for their guidance in planning and carrying out 
a programme of fisheries development. 
It should be understood that, in view of the relatively 
shor~ time available to cover this large area, the survey was of 
necessity more of a reconnaissance than an exhaustive study of 
each individual communi.ty. 
The departments of the federal government were re-
presented as follows: Fisheries - D.R. Buchanan; Public Works -
E. V. Gilbert; Resources and Development - J.M. Robinson; 
Agriculture - H. W.R. Chancey and I. Green. The government of 
Newfoundland was represented as follows: Fisheries and Co-oper-
atives - C. Storey; Economic Development - N. Short; Agriculture -
R. Carnell; Forestry - E. Corcoran; and Public Welfare - R. L. 
Andrews and W. Rockwood. 
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-HARBOUR FACILITIES 
~~ /Jv[ l~ OF PLJ,.CE: 
EXISTil.JG \/Hltl~VLS: 
LXIST llJC} Bill~ i1.I~\i11. TLRS: 
FD G COI·S DITIOlJS. 
STGFlI1:I COIJDITIOi1JS: 
ICE cor.~ DITIOlJS: 
TIDAL PECULihRlTIE3: 
Nii. TUfl.1~ OI-i' BOTTOI 'I : 
POSSIBILITILS OF PROVIDING 
\iJi !1.RF !~GE l1.~ ;- D SIIBLTLI(: 
DREDGI~JG REQUilll~D: 
l1Vl~ Tl.ii1.BTLITY OF COrJSTltUCTIOlJ 
~'ii~ TERI.A.LS: 
EVG: July 21, 1952. 
Fishot Islands. 
Latitude 51°10~'1J" . Long. 55o41r~ r . 
SmRll one of J. Strong 1 s &nd several 
fish stages. Constal vessels nnchor 
in tl1e offing. 
l'J2turci.l lr1ndlocked hctrbour. 
Blocked by_ rock 2nd shallow water; 
only sm2ll vessels drawing 2bout 6 ft. 
of wster can enter 2t all timeso (Only 
10 ft. of water in m&in entrance. 
Fair. 
12r1dlocked but low ground leaves 
vessels exposed to wind. 
Lone. 
Rocky. 
Not feasible. 
Not feasible. 
Rock only; some loose, locally. 
Timber - Hare Bay. 
I\:IEivIORAlJDUivI FOR REPORT ON 
FISHING COJ.VllIUl\JITY SCHEDULES 
l~ The population for settlements was derived from the 1951 
census. 
2. The nun1ber of fishern1en , the nuraber of bonts 2.nd the 
fishing gear are those that are actually operating this 
yenr. In n1any settleraents visited, th ore vJere a nuraber· 
of bo2ts and a considernble an1ount of gear not being used. 
J. The average age and literacy figures would perhaps be more 
applicable if an average were made of several settlements 
in one area. \Ji thout n detD.iled knowledge of every 
fisherman in a settlement, it is only possible to make an 
approxiLlntion of the average age and literacy. 
4. The 1950 production of shore fish for settlements was 
derived from the Fisheries Prices Support Board, Ottawa . 
5. In sor11e instGnc es v1here it was not possible to get the 
statistics for the catch of a species of fish for a 
settleLlent, this information was obtained from the 
statistics section of the rJfld. Fisheries Board . In the 
mnjority of schedules, this information was obtained 
directly froo the field work. The statistics for saloon 
and lobster are for total lnndings. lJo o.tten1pt WC'..S L1ade 
to get the breakdown of sold fresh, pickled and canned forms. 
However, in the areas visited by the survey party, practi-
cally nll of the saloon and lobster are sold in the fresh 
stD.te . 
6. In mC'..ny casos, for the historical notes on the s8ttlements, 
other sources thnn field inforii12tion werG used. An1ong 
-
those sources w~re; Reverend Tocque's book entitled - -, 
nr~ewfoundlc:lnd As It vJus o.nd As It Is n·ovv In 1887n and the 
Hon. J .R. Srno.llwoodY s ??Gazette of rJev.rfoundlC:tll.dH . 
• 
• 
• 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Set tlemer1t Fishot Island, 
Area Tlfui te Bay. 
. 
July 21, 1952. 
1. Settlement: 
(a) Population, 93 
(b) No. families engaged fishing, 31 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work, Nil 
(d) No. men engaged other occupations, Nil. 
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No., 52 
No. Shore, 20· 
' 
Stationers, 32; Floaters, Nil; Bankers & Draggers, Nil. 
(b) Average age, JO. (c) Literacy (residents), 30%. 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of Crews, 26; No. of Skippers, 26· 
' 
Sons & Partners, 24; 
Sharemen, 2. 
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps, 15; Trawls, 50; Cod Nets, 3; Hand Lines, Yes· 
' 
Salmon Traps, 
Pots, Nil· 
' 
Nil· 
' 
Salmon Nets, Few; Jiggers, 
Caplin Seines, l· 
' 
Herring Seines, 
Yes· 
' 
Nil· 
' 
Nets, 50; Mackerel Seines, Nil; Mackerel Nets, Nil. 
Lobster 
Herring 
(b) Trap Boats, 8; Motor Boats, 25; Dories, l· 
' 
Punts, 35; 
Jack Boats, Nil· 
' 
Long Liners, Nil· 
' 
Schooners, 1. 
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Codfish Light Salted (1952) Q's, 1,625 (1950) Q's, 2,204 
Codfish Heavy Salted (1952) Qts, 825 
Codfish Fresh (1952) lbs., Nil 
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. - 2,000 Average lbs. 
-
Nil 
(c) Lobster (1952) lbs. - Nil Average lbs. 
-
Nil 
(d) Turbot (1952) bbls. 
-
Nil Average bbls. 
-
Nil 
( e) Herring (1952) bbls. - Nil 
(f) Mackerel (1951) bbls. - Nil 
(g) Seals, No. 
-
Nil. 
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Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living Conditions: 
Not very prosperous. Only two or three families have good 
homes. Local water is poor as wells are only 3 feet deep. Use 
iceberg water in spring. There is no firewood on the Island. Go 
2~ miles to White's Arm for wood. 
7. Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a) Existing Plants. 
-
Nil. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds. 
Adequate room to store salt fish but sheds are in poor 
condition. There are only about 12 suitable fish sheds out of 
the 25 here. 
Fish is dried on the rocks chiefly. A few hand flakes are 
used. 
8. Marketing: 
(a) Who buys fish. 
James Strong Limited, McDonald from Goose Cove and J. Snow 
from St. Julien's. 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
Resident crews average $1200.00. Stationer crews average 
$900.00 credit. The credit period is 4-5 months for resident 
crews and 2~ months for stationers. 
10. Cooperative Development: 
Nil. 
11. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence: 
Purely local. 
17 stationer crews 
to fish this year. 
One fishing schooner from Little Bay Islands, and 
from Bonavista Bay and Little Bay Islands came here 
James Strong Limited of Little Bay Islands, maintains a dry 
goods store for the summer business but it closes, except for emer-
gency supplies, in the winter. 
12. Historical Notes: 
The settlement has provided fishing gr~unds for stationer crews 
for many years. Fishermen from Green Bay used to come here. The 
permanent residents have remained fairly steady in number but the nun1ber 
of stationer crews is declining. 
- 3 -
13. Additional Notes on Fishery and Other Resources and Attitude of 
Fishermen etc.: 
About half the cod catch is taken by cod traps and half by 
hook and line, The cod were very plentiful this year and al-
though there was only 1,625 quintals caught to date, the fishermen 
expected the catch might total 4,500 quintals this year. 
The cod traps are set 1 - 3 miles from the settlement. 
Fishermen are right on the fishing grounds here. The trap season 
lasts from June 20th. to August 15th. but there is usually only 
one month of good trapping. Hook and line fishing is carried 
on until October 31st. 
The cod resources appear to be plentiful and bait is 
usually so plentiful around the Island that the fishermen 
seldom have to rely on the Bait Depot at Conche for bait. 
: 
• 
f 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production, 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate nun1ber of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
l1ay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
. . .. .. .~ ~ 
- ... ~ 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of 
lated patches of pasture and 
land. 
• lSO-
hay 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require- ~ 
ments, 
--· ·----- .... -
. -~· 
··~ .. . . . 
AGRICULTURE 
LOCATION: Fishot Islande 
t~GRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCI~: 
Srnall g2rden type production with 
enough potatoes produced for homo use 
and limited amounts of roots and 
pasture. 
Residual soils derived from beach 
materi0ls and calcareous parent rock. 
Overlain by blnck muck surface 12ycr. 
Potatoes, turnips, currots and 
cabbnge })roduced. Lir11i tod rtr8n of 
hay and pasture: land. l'Jo tree cover. 
Approximately 25 sheep 2nd minor 
number of goats maintained. 
1~11 t.r['_b.11...: le1nd i11 p:r?o.ducti\.':ltl'·· 
either under crop or hay 2nd p~sturc. 
No expansion possible but present 
production could be increased by im-
provod cultural 2nd crop methods. 
FORESTRY 
• 
The Economic Survey by the Federal Department of Fisheries . 
was designed to cover a wide diversity of fields so that the 
relative importance of each port might be ascertained. This 
portion of the report covers forestry, water supply and road 
conununications, which v-1ere grouped because some assessrnent of 
each of these was possible from air photographs. Unfortun-
ately the scales of the air photographs, most of which varied 
between twenty-six hundred and forty feet to an inch and four 
thousand feet to an inch, were such that only general inform-
ation could be gathered. These reports can only serve as a 
guide toward the choice of specific areas for which detailed 
studies may be prepared later. 
The forests of Newfoundland now provide a greater 
proportion of her income than even her fisheries, and may be 
expected to play an even more important role in the economy of 
the fishing settlements when organization of the forest 
utilization progranrraus has been con1pleted. 
The forests of the coastal region, with which this report 
is primarily concerned, fall naturally into two classes: 
(1) Those forests close enough to the ports to provide 
fuelwood, tirnber for lo cal needs and_ possibly lun1ber for 
local export. 
( 2) Inlar1d forests on the li.censed berths vvhich could 
provide employment . 
A forest belt extending inland three miles from the 
genGral line of the seacoast was res8rved as a source of fuel-
wood and timber for the fishermen. There is a large percentage 
of rock barren and heath in this belt and the thin soiled 
areas carry stands of scrub spruce and balsam which may 
eventually reach fuelwood size but will not grow large 
enough for saw timber. One of the photographs of Ship Cove 
' shows l·lr. Robert Char1cuy standing ir1 the midst of a thirty-
seven year old forest which barely reaches to his knees. 
Tree growth is re.pid v-rherever the soils are sui tc:Lble but for 
some reason most trbes seem to stagnate after reaching a 
height of fron1 thirty to forty feet. If the incess2nt cutting 
for fuelwood could be restricted; the better sites anywhere 
along the coast would produce saw timber, that is, trees six to 
• 
eight inches in di2meter at breast height. Residents of such 
barrer1 outports as Cook's Harbour, Ship Cove, Twillingate, Fogo 
and Jo8 Batt's Arm all claimed that these localities were 
heavily tin1bered v-rhen the first white settlers arrived. They 
further stated thc-t excessive cutting, fire and use of the 
spruce ?nd balsam reproduction for fish flakes and for sheep 
fodder had finally reduced the countryside to heath. On the 
hilltops trees were often growing in a thin layer of peat 
without 2ny miner2l soil between it and the parent rock. 
Once burr1t, 110 grov1th vves possible ur1til a r1ew layer of soil 
had developed. This expl?ins how areas which couldn't 
possibly support a forest now might once have been wooded. 
The cutting of fuelvvood is unrestricted in the HFisherman ' s 
Belt '1 but a license uust be obtained for the right to cut saw 
timber ?nd a nooinal charg~ per thousand board feet n1ust be 
paid for all trees removed. 
~~ost of the interior forest area is now held, either os 
freehold or by long term 102se, by the two large pulp 2r1d 
p2.per con1pnnies, Bowater' s (tJewfour1dla11d) I_)ulp and PRper 11jiills 
Limited end the Anglo-Newfoundland Developoent Comp2ny. In this 
report th~se companies will be given their local names of 
Bowater's or the Bow8t~r Company ~nd the A.N.D. Company. Also 
of inter·est is tl1e Ir1tc:r112'. tional Gre11fell J~ssocic:_ tion lirnit or1 
Canada Bay where the firm of Saunders & Howell is operat ing. 
Both the Bowater and the A.N.D. limits ars divided into 
letrge divisions on which the cutting is lin1ited, 2t least ir1 
those which v.rere visitE;d by the survey, to tl10t C1niount which 
would permit a sixty ye 2r cycle. Since gro\~h on thes6 limits 
is very rc1pid, t11i s prograrnr1e could be continued indefir1i tely. 
• 
• 
Bowater' s have one division centred at ~Iainbrook on Hare Bay 
which is planned to produce sixty thousar1d cords of wood per 
year. A second centre at Deer Lake controls logging oper-
ations at the southern end of White Bay and a third at Baie 
Verte j_s operating on a cycle sirnilar to tha.t of I1'Iainbrook. 
Each Division has a large depot or depot town built for its 
staff which, unlike the average lumbering or mining town, is 
built for permanence. Some idea of the effect of these pulp-
wood operations on the livelihood of the Northeastern coast 
can be obtained by a sirnple calcl1latiori of the number· of men 
employed and the average income from their operations. The 
average man cuts 1.75 cords of wood per day arid is paid about 
six dollars per cord. If each man worked one hundred days, 
a sixty thousand cord operation would give three hundred and 
forty mer1 an income of one thousand arid fifty dollars. In 
addition, there is the potential income from the hauling of the 
pulpwood to :rivers, dri vir1g tl1e logs down the rivers, or trans-
porting them from the river mouths to the uills. Divisions on 
Hare Bay arid White Bay depend upon the outports for almost all 
of their labour supply while those south of Notre Dame Bay 
recruit their labour from all over the province. 
At present the high price paid for the cutting of · pulpwood 
does attract men from the fishing. This need not be con-
sidered a disadvantage, as the pulpwood operations are planned 
to last indefinitely and some income should always come from 
this source. Besides more modern methods of fishing and 
processing may release men from th~t industry. Any planning 
for the devblopment of ports on the Northeastern coast should 
be done in conjunction with the two large pulp companies • 
In order to simplify comparison of the many ports, the 
information has been presented by means of a standard form 
and short description. The meaning of each term and the 
reason for its inclusion on the form is given below. 
• 
Air photo coverago -- the roll and picture numbers of the air 
r.'1aps eraployed --
Numb er of f arniles 
present --
Area of accessible 
forest --
photographs on which this area is shown • 
The first set of nun1bers are the pl1oto -
graphs covering the port itself, with 
the second set showing those required to 
study the general area around the port . 
This shows v1hat rnaps should be used in 
conjunction with the report. l foreovur 
the informati on on a map at eight or t en 
miles to one inch is very general and not 
nearly as inclusive as that on one at one 
inile to ar1 inch . 
The first figure is the 1951 census of tho 
population of that settlement. The total 
population was divided by a mear1 figure of 
five to ctrri ve at tr18 probable nun1ber of 
families in the settlements . Studies in 
other parts of Newfoundland h2ve shown 
tha t each family will burn twelve cords of 
fuelwood per year on an aver age . 
This includes a very general figure for 
the nun1ber of c:t crc s of con1n1ercial fore st, 
potentially commercial forest and slow-
growing scrub within 2 radius of five 
miles from thu centre of ea ch port . 1f 
the port is loca ted on a small island , a 
separate figure is given for the for est on 
the island itself . The quality of the . o. ir 
photographs was often v er y poor so it was 
difficult to distinguish slow-growing 
fore st from open heath . Tr1e ar e[~ s of 
forest are for purposes of comparison 
only and not of sufficient reliability to 
• 
.be quoted. 
Estimated per cent 
of slov.J"-growing 
forest --
Owr1ership and 
control --
Difficulties of 
utilization --
Sawmills licensed 
for 1952 --
Distance to nearest 
Much of the coastal forest consists of 
• 
spruce and balsam which, because of its 
slow growth, has no commercial value. 
This estin12te was based or1 the few ground 
observations and study of the air photo -
graphs. 
Almost all good timber outside the thr'"1-
mile belt is under license. A timber berth 
nearby means possibilities for additional 
en1ployrnent. 
• 
Self-explanatory. 
Self- explan2tory . The details of this 
production is confidential cind could not 
be published. ~his information may be 
obtained from the Forestry Division, Dept. 
of 11'1ines and J{esources, St. John's, Nfld., 
or from the Federal l3ureau of Statistics . 
licensed timber -- This figure illustrates the potentialities 
Opportunities for 
using the port as 
an exit for licensed 
of a timber berth for employment . It also 
indicc\tes v1hether it would be possible for 
men to work on the timber berth during the 
week and return home on the weekends. 
timber -- This could mean the building of roads and 
harbour fRcilities in the ports. Even if 
these were unnecessary, it does mean extra 
employment at river driving and construction 
of the boot1. 
• 
Forestry rating -- ·This is a summarization of th8 pot8ntial-
ities of the locality from the point of 
view of the forester. 
A. (1) That th~ local fuelwood supply appears to be adequate. 
(2) That there is sufficiGnt saw timber to supply loc2l 
lumber needs. 
(3) That there appears to be sufficient timber for some 
local export. 
(4) That there are timber limits close enough to supply 
work and yet allow the workers to go home wecker1ds. 
(5) That the timber limit owners could use the port as an 
exit for their pulpwood or saw timber. 
B. (1) That the local fuelwood supply 2ppears to be adequat0. 
(2) That thGre is sufficient saw tin1ber to supply local 
lumbsr needs. 
(3) That there appears to be sufficient timber for some 
local export. 
C. That there appears to be sufficient forest to supply 
the settlement with fuelwood and a limited amount of 
lumber for local needs. 
D. That there is a very limited fuel supply locally but 
fuel Rnd saw timber is available within small boat or dog 
team haul. 
E. Descriptions of the general geology and the forest 
soils have been omitted because the F~der2l Department of 
Agriculture representative was a very able pedologest who, 
because of the lack of agricultural soils in most of the 
coastal regions, was able to cover these subjects in 
addition to his other duties. 
In the problem of wat~r supply it was assumed that 
dug wells would be used unless a gravity system could be 
I 
installed cheaply. Thus a lake, in order to be con-
sidered a satisfactory source, had to drain toward the 
harbour so that water could be piped to the settlen1ent 
at no greater cost than the building of a small dam, 
the possible installation of a filtration bed, and the 
price of the piping and 12bour. The greatly distorted 
sandstones, slates and limestones so common along the 
co Cl.st of lJt:;wfou11dlc-tnd suggest tht:: possibility of 
artesian sources which, as in mci.ny of the towns in 
Ontario, could supply large processing plants and with 
et reservoir and pur11ping systern r~ll tl1e needs of the 
settlement. The possibility of water from this source 
should not be overlooked at those plELces vvhere 12kes of 
suitable quality Cl.re not available. 
The rand studies are, like those of the forests and 
the water supply, very general. They merely show 
whether thG terrain is such that roads could be built at 
a reasonable cost, 2nd do not try to choose routes. 
~Jhen roads are pl2nned betweer1 specific points in this 
are2, air photogr2phs can be of very great help but 
det8iled studi8s are beyond the scope of this report. 
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SEAPORT SURVEY, NORTH EAST COAST NEWFOUNDLAND 
Community - Fichot Islands Lat. 51°10' Long. 56°42' 
Air Photo Coverage . NFL2 (50 - 53) 
Maps Employed 12 NE 
NFL2 (2 - 4) ( 50 ... 53) 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 93/5 - 19 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 4,800 acres. 
None on island. Passage to shore doubtful in winters 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. --
(b) Ownership and control. --
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. --
(b) Possibilities for roads forest t0 nort~ --
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952 - Nil. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber -~ miles~ Hare Bay. 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit froF licensed timber 
area. --
7. Forestry Rating. E. 
" .. _ .......... . • ...... -·..-•-~ .~ -.·-·" .... , - · ·-·t-.,. . .. ~ .. ~ . ..-...-...·· .. .. . .. .... ................ . ,. .... ,.·. , ... \. .. .,..... .. , 
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FICHOT ISLANDS 
A very shallow port located on the Fichot Islands and 
usually occupied by stationers. 
There is no timber on the island and the ice between 
there and the shore i '.s uncertain during the winter. 
The water supply is from dug wells. 
,.• 
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HlRBOUR FACILITIES 
• 
T,Jf..l\lli OF PLJ~CE : 
FD G COI,JDITIOI',IS: 
STOill~ CONDITIONS: 
1ilATEil SUPPLY: 
l'.I I. TU11E OF' BOTTOI·1: 
POSSIBILlTibS OF PROVIDING 
''HiillF ii.Gr~ l.l'JD SHELTl~ Ii: 
DREDGlNG REQUIRLD: 
Ji. V ii.ILJ .. I3ILI TY OF COI-.fS TllUC TI OI~ 
l\ ·1 T1'RI :, LC' i ·l ~ l..J }~ 0 : 
EVG: July 21, 1952. 
St. JulienYs. 
Lc.titude 51°5'1'-I. Long. 55°45 7-VJ. 
Chort No. 4516 (Cnn.). 
ii. i r p 11 o t o s : IJI1' I_J 2 - 2 to 4- • 
Fishery Products Ltdo only 20 ft. 
face, 15 ft. of wntLr 2t face. 
Co2stal vessels anchor in the offing. 
l·Jone. 
Good. Harbour is long ~nd narrow 
and rother shallow. 
Fair. 
Harbour exposed to north und northeast 
storns. The latter nre very bgd. 
Ships cannot tie up to wh2rf in rough 
v..re2, th er. 
People use vrCl.ter frori1 bog, 
Rocky. 
~Tot feasible. 
1Jone. 
Rock only (quarry) locnlly. 
from Croque or Hl1re Bay. 
Tin1ber 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE .. . 
Settlement: St. Julien's 
Area: 
l. Settlement: 
(a) Population 55 (Including Grandois). 
(b) No. families engaged fishing 12 
(c) No,. men engaged in woods work 5 
(d) No. men engaged in other occupations ---
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No. 26 
White Bay. 
July 21, 1952. 
No. Shore 19 Stationers 7 Floaters -- Bankers & 
Draggers --
(b) Average age 30 (c) Literacy 90% 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of crews 7 
No. of Skippers 7 . Sons & Partners 19 Sharemen --
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps __2_ Trawls 14 Cod Nets ---
Hand Lines yes~ Jiggers yes. 
Salmon Traps --- Salmon Nets few. 
---
Lobster pots -- Caplin Seines 1 
Herring Seines -- Herring Nets 14 
Mackerel Seines -- Mackerel Nets ---
(b) Trap Boats 4 Motor Boats 10 Dories -- Punts 10 
-
Jack Boats -- Long Liners -- Schooners _-_-__ 
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 1,050 (1950) Q's 1,208 
Cod. Hvy. Salted (1952) Q's 300 
Cod. Fresh (1952) lbsio 
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 2,200 Average lbs. --
( c ) Lobster (1952) lbs. --
( d) Turbot ( 1952) bbls. 
--
(e) Herring (1952) bbls. --
(f) Mackeral (1951) bbls. --
Average lbs. _-_-__ _ 
Average bbls. --
---
(g) Seals (1952) No. 200 
• 
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Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living Conditions: 
Very good, generally. Two houses in the settlement are very 
poor. 
Drinking water is obtained from a brook and by melting ice-
berg ice. 
There is plenty of wood available 2 - 3 miles away. It is 
hauled by dogs and komotiks. 
7. Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a) Existing Plants. Nil. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds. 
Adequate storage for shore-cure fish in resident fishermen's 
sheds, but stationers have no storage room and their fish is 
shipped as it is made. 
Wooden flakes are used for drying the fish. 'I'he flakes are 
kept in good repair. 
8. Marketing: 
(a) Who buys fish. Mr. John Snow, agent for Fishery Products, 
Ltd., nnd Mr. McDonald of Goose Cove. 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
Fishermen buy their supplies on a 50% cash and 50% credit 
basis. · Average amount extended to trap crews is $750 and to hook 
and line crews, $500. Credit period is four months. Fishermen 
sell their fish to their creditors. 
10. Co-operative Development: 
Salmon fishermen here are members of the Co-op store at Concl1e. 
The salmon collector from Conche picks up salmon at this settlement. 
11. 'I'he Settlement's !'..rea of Economic Influence: 
There is a small amount of supplies sold to residents at Croque, 
Fichot Island and Conche, a distance of twBnty-four miles along tho 
coast. 
There is only one store, one school and one church at the 
settlement. 
12. Historical Notes: 
This is a very old fishing settlement. Stationers came here for 
many years from Notre Dame Bay, Conception and Bonavista Bays~ But 
there are only two stationer crews here this year. There are plenty 
of fishing rooms but the fishermen are gone. Last year there were 
two stationer crews here that did not come back this year. 
- 3 -
13. Additional Notes on Fishery and Other Resources and Attitude of 
Fishermen, etc. 
The fishermen at St. Julien's usually don't have as large a 
catch as the fishermen at Fichot Island. lit Fichot Island the water 
is shallower and the fish come closer to the shore. 
Cod traps arc set one mile from the settlement. . But trawl . 
fishing is carried out as far as the Grey Islands, nine miles distant. 
There is a very good trawl fishing area halfway between St. Julien's 
and the Grey Islands on Greon Island Bank, to the west of Green 
Island. 
The fishermen are good workers. The merchant stated that 
living standards have improved a lot since 1940. Government transfer 
payments are partly responsible for this changei This settlement 
receives $1400. a year in family allowances, mother's allowances and 
old age pensions. 
There are two local sawmills at Grandois, employing ten men. 
One of the mills sawed 12, 000 F. B.IJ[. last year. The price for rough 
lumber, delivered at Conception Bay, is $70.00 per thousand. Freight 
charges are $6.00 per thousand. 
' 
• 
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AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report I 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land. 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
. .. .. . 
LOCJ-. TION: 
. AGTIICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCI~: 
POTEI~Tiii.L: 
11.GRI CULTURE 
St. Julien 1 s DilTE: 21-7-52 • 
Subsistence typu gardens producing enou~1 
potntous for locnl use P,nd lin1itod Gr11our1ts 
of other vegetables. 
Soils derived from parent rock and old 
beach maturials - calcareous in n2ture. 
Potatoes, turnips, cabbage nnd carrots 
produced. 
Limited pasture areas. 
Approximntely fifteen shoop maintained. 
No 2griculturnl expansion possible due 
to rough topography, rock outcrop and 
lc1ck of soil. 
SEAPORT S1JRVEY z 1;0RT~ · EAST COAST I~b\lFOUI~D~Al·i D 
Cormnuni ty St. Julien vs Lat. 51°05' Long. 55°46' 
J~ir l-hoto CoverngG ~JF2 ( 2 - 4) 
l'id.ps eraployed 12 NE 
l'JF2 ( 2 - 4) (192 - 196) 
Al2772 (121 - 124) 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 9/5 - 2. 
2. Ar8a of accessible forest~ Approx, 10,000 acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. The mosaic is 
very poor and the air photo-
graphs not available for this 
estin1ate. 
( b) Ovmersr1ip a11d cor1trol. Crovm Lands. 
J. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. Possible but expensive. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. 
4. Savmiills licensed for 1952 • . 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timb8r 7 miles. 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from lic ensed timber 
art.:a. Non8. 
7. Forestry Rating. C. 
• 
• 
ST. JULIEN'S 
A very small settlement in a smRll shGltered covf •• A 
good water supply could be obtained from a lake about one 
and one-half miles away if the settlement were to become 
large enough to justify the expense. 
This lies in a very rugged section and roads from the 
settlement itself would be very expensive but it could be 
quite easy to haul fuel and timber for sRwing down along the 
valley of a qu~te large brook to a small cove about one and 
one-half miles away. 
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H1~IlBGUlt Fi1CILITILS 
----------
EXISTirrG \,fHf~llV:bS: 
EXI S TI1'JG l3ltLiiK\TA. Tt;R~3: 
FCX} CON" DIT-,·or~s: 
STORJYi COl·JDITIOl'JS: 
I CE COIJDIT 1 01'JS: 
TI DitL PECULI1i.11IT 113: 
lJJ,TURL OF BOTTQl\1: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PltOVIDING 
\VI-I P~RF'li.Gl~ i~f,ID SHLIJTLl(: 
DREDGII.JG ItL~2UIIlED: 
hVAlLlBILITY OF CONSTRUCTION 
rJJA 11ERil~LS: 
E~VG: July 22, 1952. 
Croque . . 
Latitude 51°2v~J. Long. 55o4sv \: . 
Chorts No. 262 & 17340 
J.ir photos: l'.JFL2-l 92, 193 nnd 194. 
1Til. Soriie fish st0.g;e s by settler11en t 
in Irish Bay at the north side of fue 
e r1 tr P. n c e • 
None. Natural lRndlocked hnrbour. 
Open and good but soaewhnt difficult 
to distinguish entrance from the Last. 
Fn.irl·y good~ 
Ir1ner hnrbour sl1el t ered frori1 nll. 
storrn.s. 
F1·0 z en Doc ember to ~Ici.y. 
nocky~ 
Excellent site near old French cemetery 
for 'lo11g shore whnrf. 
fJone. 
Timber and rock avnilable loc2J_ly. 
Sn \01n1i 11 in S • VJ . J~rrn. 
CROC 
Croc 
Blue spruce and fir 
• 
1' f;.~o 
J792 
Gravestone harbour 
. -: 
• 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Croque 
Aro a White Bay. 
July 22, 1952. 
1. · Settlement: 
(a) Population - 38. 
(b) No. families engaged fishing - 5. 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work ---
(d) No. men engaged other occupations ---
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No. - 12. 
No. Shore - 12. Stationers ---. Floaters 
(b) Average age - 30. (c) Literacy - 85%. 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of Crews - 3. 
Sons & 
---. Bankers and 
Draggers -- - • 
No. of Skippers - 3. Partners - 7. Sharemen - 2. 
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps - 4. Trawls - 8. Cod Nets - Nil. 
Hand Lines - Yes. Jiggers - yes. 
Salmon Traps - None. Salmon Nets - a few. 
Lobster pots - None. Caplin Seines - 1. 
Herring seines - Nono. Herring Nets - 7. 
Mackerel Seines - None. Mackerel Nets - None. 
(b) Trap Boats - 2. Motor Boats - 4. Dories - None. Punts - 6. 
Jack Boats - None. Long Liners - None. Schooners - None. 
5• Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod~ Light Salted (1952) Q's 1,200. (1950) Q's 1,081. 
Cod. Hvy. Salted (1952) Q's - Nil. 
Cod:. Fresh (1952) lbs. - Nil. 
(b) Salmon (19a2) lbs. 3,200 
(c) Lobster (1952) lbs. few. 
(d) Turbot (1952 bbls. --
(e) Herring (1952) bbls. -- . 
(f) Mackeral (1951) bbls. --
Average lbs. ---
Average l ,b s. - --
Average bbls. ---
(g) Seals (1951) No. 100. 
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Settlement Notes 
6, Housing" and Living_Qonditions: 
Very good houses throughout the small settlement. Firewood 
is brought in by dog team. There is an adequate supply of fuel 
two miles from the settlement. Drinking water is obtained from 
brooks, which give an adequate supply throughout the summer 
months. 
7. Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a) Existing Plants - Nil. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds. 
Fishermen's 
good condition. 
good condition. 
8. Marketing: 
sheds give adequate storage space and are in 
Wooden flakes are used and are kept in fairly 
(a) Who buys fish. - Bill McDonald of Goose Cove buys shore-cure 
cod. Salmon is sold to the Co-op at St. Anthony. 
9. Financing; 
(a) Credit extende'd to fishermen. 
Fishermen buy supplies on both cash and credit terms. Credit 
is extended for six months and crews require about $1,000. of 
credit. r_I1he fisherman has to sell his fish to the merchant that 
supplies his credit. 
10. Co-operative Development: 
There are twelve salmon fishermen that produce for the 
Grenfell Memorial Co-operative. There is a small Co-op ice 
house here to keep the salmon fresh until it is collected. 
11. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence: 
Only one small cash store run by Cyril Carney at this 
settlement. There is an R.C. church and an R.C. school. There 
are not enough children to maintain a teacher and they haven't 
had one here for 12 - 15 years. 
12. Historical Notes: 
A very old fishing settlement. Creque used to be the 
rendezvous for the entire French fishing fleet. The French used 
the harbour as early as 1640. The first settler here was Paddy 
Carney who came from Ireland about 1800. 
13. Additional Notes on Fishery and other Resources and Attitude of 
Fishermen, etc. 
The codtrap season lasts from June 1 to August 10. Hook and 
line fishing continues to October 31. Salmon is caught from June 6 
to July 15. Sealing is done in December, when the old harps are 
caught in nets. A few lobster are caught for local consumption. 
The fishermen are good wor~ers and are keen about their job. 
There is one sawmill, powered by a 20 H.P engine, situated in 
Northwest Arm , 3 miles from Creque settlement. Seven men operate 
it~ Last winter they sawed 75,000 F.B.M. 
• 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
• 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of 
lated patches of pasture and 
land. 
• lSO-
hay 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
- -~ - ----~ . --
- ...... 
LOCJ\ TIO!J: Croque. 
11.GRICULTURE: 
S01LS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTBl i TI1~L: 
/i.GRICUL'EURE 
Unsettled area under spruce nnd fir and 
deciduous species. 
No clearing - minor 2mounts of nntive 
grasses - Kentucky Blue and Bluejoint 
specios. 
Soils derived from C[tlcaroous river 
outwash~ sandstone and slntos, generally 
ovurlnin by a well decompos8d 'muck' 
orgAnic lc-tyer. 
1'Ione nt present. 
1~·ono Ett present. 
No soil are~s for more th2n thro0-quarter 
miles up river from Croque, oxccpt n~rrow 
strip or low terrace aren along banks of 
river - limited to m~ander patches left 
from old river b0d. hrua surrounded by 
rough hilly land devoid of soil covur. 
On this basis, therefore, no ngricultural 
development is possible at· Croque. 
-
---
SEAPOR~ SURVEY, NORTH EhST COAST NEWFOUNDLAND 
.. ··. 
. . 
·· ·· . 
-. 
Community - Creque Lat. 51°02' Long~- 55°49' 
"-- .. ~-...... _ 
.. _ .. 
Air Photo Coverage - Al2772 (122 - 124) NF2 (192 - 1~-6) 
Al2772 (121 - 124) 
( 15 5 - 158·) .. _ 
" Maps Employed - 12 NE (1 - 8 miles). 
1. No. of farniliee present now (welfare). 38/5 - 8 (Living on 
the outer harbour not the protected inner portion). 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. -- acres. Not measured 
because of lack of photographic cover for part of this area. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 
(b) Ownership and control. Bowater's limit line runs North and 
South approximately 2.5 miles from west 
end of harbour. East of this is Crown 
Land. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. None. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. Good. 
(1) slopes - gradients not great. 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. No serious difficulties from these 
factors. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952 - 2 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber 2.5 miles. 
6. Opportunities for _ using port as exit from licensed timber 
area. Very limited as Bowater's whose limits are closest, would 
haul to Iv!ainbrook or Canada Bay where they have depots. 
7. Forestry Rating. A. 
• .
' 
-- -
.;. . .... 
CROQUE 
The portion or this harbour most suited for development is 
the sheltered inner part. Though not flat, there are several 
hundred acres of gently sloping ground suitable for the location 
of a fishing settlement. 
The visible water supply is not large but th~ sum total of 
the local resources is quite considerable. It includes: 
(1 / Dug wells which should be satisfactory for a small 
settlement •. 
(2) A stream draining a large number of small lakes enters the 
extreme southwest corner of the harbour. • 
• 
(3) A stream draining about ten fairly deep-looking lakes 
enters the main valley about one mile from the harbour. It 
might be difficult to get sufficient "head" to obtain a 
satisfactory gravity flow from this source. 
(4~ Two lakes about two and one-half miles north west of the 
harbour could be used if necessary. 
·• There are no roads but it would be simple to prepare one 
up the gently sloping main valley to the very low height of land 
which separates Creque Harbour from the Southwest Brook watershed 
on which Bowater's are operating. In all, about seven miles of 
road would connect Creque Harbour to the present Bowater IVIain-
brook Division road system. 
The main timber supply lies south of the main valley. It 
is all easily accessible. 
No information was obtained regarding the dates at whi ch t. l1_ c 
inner harbour was closed by ice or when it opened in the sprinf~ 
.. . . ... 
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Hil.RBOUJ?. F 1.CILITIBS 
------·- ·-----
B~CI STilJG T .. T111i.RV:GS: 
L 'r I 0 T-TT0 -Bn ......-. I., ' Tl' u 0 .t-.. 0 J_ \ v 11.Lli. \. ,.J 11. 111.0 : 
f\.PPf~()J~CHLS FilOiI THI~ SE11.: 
FDG COI!DI TION·s: 
ICL COI:f DITIOITS: 
TIDJ.1 I)LCULiii.Rl T II~S: 
POSSI BILI 1TII:S OF' PitOV lDil~ G 
TH I -JF' ' G, r ·D 0I r-1 1rn1 11) 1!1 1i.l1. J \. L l l. J 1...) -11:.i 1 .J l L : 
DftEDG Il·TG I?.LC~UIRLD: 
Concl1e. 
Lntitude 5005J'N. Long. 55°54'W. 
Charts Noo 2a2 & 1734. 
hir photos: hl2772-159 2nd 160~ 
Public wharf (63 ft. fnce). 
Co2stal steamers use this wh~rf. 
Private wharf of John Reeves Ltd., 
and some small stAges. 
lJatur2l, r·ocky point at Lighthouse. 
Fair but would be bad in strong 
°V'Tind S. 
FEiirly good. 
Most storms cause henvy surging in 
hcirbour. South to southwest storras 
2re the vrorst. 
H2rbour fills with ice E~nd freezes 
Decernbsr to IIC1y but tirne varies secl ~ 
son to sonson. 
Stoney; holding ground good. 
TJot appli en ble. 
Nil. 
J. Vli. lLl~BILITY OF COl'iS TI(UCTIOtJ 
l' If 1.1:11; 11 Ii.LS : nock, loose or massive, locnlly. 
Tirnber, round or sci.vvn, Croque nnd 
\!hi te Bay points. 
EVG: July 22, 1952. 
CONCHE 
Trees between the two settlements. 
Public wharf. Bait depot at right. 
Woodpile. Fields at Conche. 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
l~ Settlement: 
(a) Population - 384. 
(b) No. families engaged fishing - 90. 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work - 12. 
(d) No. men engaged other occupations ---
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No. - 111. 
Settlement Conche. 
Area White Bay. 
July 22, 1952. 
• 
No. Shore - 111. Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & Draggers --
(b) Average age - 38. (c) Literacy 80%. 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of Crews 65 
Sons & 
No. of Skippers 65 Partners 46 Sharemen --
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps 10 Trawls 80 Cod Nets --
Hand Lines 300 Jiggers yes. 
Salmon Traps -- Salmon Nets 260. 
Lobster pots --
Herring Seines -- Herring nets --
Mackerel Seines -- Mackerel Nets --
(b) Trap Boats 19 Motor Boats 34 Dories -- Punts 65 
Jack Boats -- Long liners -- Schooners --
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 800 U950) Q1 s 4,177 
Cod. Hvy. salted (1952) Q's --
Cod. Fresh (1952) lbs. --
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 26,700 
(c) Lobster (1952 lbs. --
(d) Turbot (1952) bbls. --
(e) Herring (1952) bbls. --
(f) Mackerel (1951) bbls. --
Average lbs. --
Average --
Average bbls. --
(g) Seals, No. --
• 
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Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living Conditions: 
Good houses. Drinking water is very poor. Wells are only 
three feet deep. Some are open and very unsanitary. Firewood is 
obtained four miles from the settlement. 
7. Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a)Existing Plants 
Nil. Fishermen aro able to sell about 2,000 lbs. per man to 
the fresh fish plant at Englee, in the lato fall of the year. 
The Conche Bait Depot 
caplin, squid and herring. 
the date of our visit. 
has a capacity of 105,000 lbs. of 
Had 72,000 lbs. of bait on hand at 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds • 
Fishermon 1 s sheds nre fair although not cared for properly. 
Hi.ave enough room to store their shore-cure fish. Wooden flakes 
are used but are in poor condition. Have to go 6 - 7 miles to 
get flake poles. 
8. ~11arke ting: 
(a) Who buys fish. John Reeves, Ltd., S.W. Mifflin and Fishery 
Products, Ltd. 
9. Financing. 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
Fishermen buy supplies on a two-thirds credit and one-third 
cash basis. The credit period is usually 6 - 8 months and the 
average amount extended to crews is $500. to $600. 
10. Co-operative Development: 
The Conche Credit Society sells supplies to fishermen and 
buys fresh salmon. The co-ops do not doal in shore-cure cod any-
where in White Bay with the exception of the co-op store at LaScie. 
11. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence: 
A Conche merchant buys fish from Crouse, three miles north of 
Conche, and delivers it to Englee. Most of the dealings are 
confined to the local settlement. 
12. Historical Notes: 
13. 
Probably the oldest permanent settlement on the French Shore, 
r ·· 
although Croque and Crouse are supposed to be almost as old. rhe 
resident settlement is at least 100 years old. Baptismal records 
go back 98 years. 
Additional Notes on Fishery and other Resources and Attitude of 
. ... 
Fishermen, etc: 
There is more hook and line fishing done here than trapping 
because there are not many trap rooms. 
( See p. 3) • 
• 
' 
• 
-- 3· -
This year fishermen had poor voyages because the late 
ice held up the trap fishery. Then the salmon run startod 
and fishermen went at the salmon,leaving the trap fishing until 
very late in the season. The cod trap season normally lasts 
from June 15 to July 15 •. /1long the entire west side of White 
Bay the cod trap season and salmon fishing was delayed because 
the ice held in the bay so late this year. 
In the fall of the year, there is an abundance of cod 
around the Grey Islands. But the fishermen need larger boats 
to go to the grounds which are twelve miles fro~m Conche. 
The fishermen are ambi ti·ous and keen to fish but the 
alternatives of better jobs draw the young men away from Conche •. 
Last year five went to Toronto, three went on the C.N •. R. coastal 
service and four went to Corner Brook. nll of these were young 
men and only one was married. 
• 
' 
SOl1lli DETI~ILS OF HAI~ DLII~G AIID PituCLSSIIJG 
-· 
Set tlen1e;nt COIJCHE 
Area \!!HI rrE BAY 
July 22, 1952. 
Bait Depot. 
Operated by the Federal Government. Capncity of 
10,000 lbs. per day~ Storage capacity 100,000 lbs. 
Present stor2ge 75,000 lbs. 
r. 
.. 
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AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production, 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number 6f sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of 
lated patches of pasture and 
land. 
• lSO-
hay 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments • 
LOCATIO~I: 
AGRICULTUill~: 
SOlLS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTEl~TIAL: 
AGI~ICULTURE 
Conche. DATI~: 24-7-52. 
Garden type production adequate for local 
consumption. Fredoruinantly grassland area 
with approximately 150 acres of hay and 
pasture. 
Soils derived from weathering of red 
limestone and slates ~1ith some shoreline 
soil derived from beach materials. 
Heights outcropped with rock sometimes 
covered with thin soil cover. 
Potatoes, turnips and cabbage r..iain 
production, with minor amounts of other 
roots. 
Hay and pasture - both needing reseeding • 
• 
Approximately 150 sheep and 45 head of 
cattle maintained, together with small 
individual flocks of poultry. 
• 
rJo expansion possible without his h cdsts. 
Present gardens can be increased in size 
and productiveness and present hay and 
pasture areas can bo made more productive 
by the reseeding and applying of suitable 
fertilizer. Present cattle population 
can be increased. 
SEAPOR;T SURV.EY1 ~ORT!! EA,ST COA;ST NEWFOUNDLJN D 
• 
Community - Conche. · Lat. 50°.54' 
Air Photo Coverage Al2772 (159 - 160) 
Long. 55°54' 
(155 - 157) 
(159 - 163) 
Maps Employed 12 NE 
1. No. of fanilies present now (welfare). 384/5 - 77 
2., Area of ___ accessible forest. Approx 1,500 acres of which 990 
lie within the Grenfell limits. All 
are over the height of land from 
Conche. 
(a) Estimatad percent of slow growing forest. 
(b) Ownership and control. Boundary of the International 
Grenfell limits lies approx. 3.5 miles 
inland ..  East of this is Crown Lands. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. - None. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. Very poor •. 
... 
(1) slopes - Cliffs 200' across harbour from Conche 
except for steep valley at N. end of Bay. 
(2) boulders, rock, etc., - · very rough •. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952 - 2. 
$ •. Distanee to nearest lieensed timber - 3.5 miles •. 
6, .. Opportunities for using port as exit .from licensed timber 
area - Nil. 
7. ~orestry Rating. D • 
• • 
• 
. . 
•• 
CONCHE 
• 
• 
Conche is situated on the east side of a bay which is 
wide open to winds from the south. A small md rather shallow 
• 
cove on this eastern side provides harbour facilities for the 
port• 
By piping water for about 2.5 miles from the lakes located 
above the cliff on the west shore of the harbour, an ample 
supply could be obtained by gravity. Dug wells or a~tesian wells 
are the only other possible sources. 
There are no roads here and, due to the rugged cliffs on the 
west side of the harbour, none are likely. It 1a possible, however, 
to build one.up the valley at the north end of the harbour if the 
cost sheuld be considered justifiable. 
Except for a limited area along the east side of the harbour, 
the whole region is shallow-soiled and is either barren or 
covered by scrub spruce and balsam. Only a limited area, over 
the height of land and at ~east 2.5 miles from the west side of 
the harbour, bears any timber of possible commercial value. 
The natural e~it for this timber is Canada Bay and transport 
towa~d Conche would be very difficult. 
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Hi.IiBOUR F ilCILITIES 
r1JJJ.J_; OF PLh.CE: 
J ~XISTTlJG BlcL1 d~~lil TD.; l<.S: 
l.Pf>flOilC I-iE S FROI I TrIE SLil: 
FOG COI:i DIT 101\JS: 
STffir,I COl.i DITIOr~·s: 
POSSIBILITIES OF l)ROVIDING 
ir.JH .t'~RF Ji.GE .i:.ND SHELTLic: 
., 
Dl1EDGil~G llLQUIItl~D: 
1~ Vii.ILli.BILITY OF COLSTl\UCTIOI~ 
j' T/ TT'}'I ' LC'. l ·ll 1. l.:J \. 11. 0 • 
EVG: July 23, 19520 
• 
Englee. 
Lati·tude 50044vN. Longo 56°6 ~ ·w~ 
Johr1 Reeves cir1d. Cc:~r1nctc ~ 13l"\Y Cu~d 
Storage Co. I·.lany fisr1 stages. 
Coastal steaLlers use southerly J. 
Reeves vvharf. 
r- . 1 
1 j l : 
Goodo 
i1orth 
small 
Fair. 
well shelt ~ red harbour. 
rl1here i S Cl CC:l.nal joir1ing 
nnd south parts of h?rbour, 
bonts only. 
for 
Quite well sheltered; some surging 
fol l owing heavy storms but not bnd. 
Fr'ozen Dc cer,1bor to l1ay. 
Stoney to rock. 
Fair sit e near Reeves old store and 
v.rharf. 
Possibly sor1e cribs on site for nu"ltr 
wh2rf e De8pen sm2 ll bo2t ch2nnel soufu 
of the J 0 11u evl~ s 'I soutl1ern vvhnrf o 
Rock locally, loose or qu2rri ed; 
timber.from Cannd2 Bny. 
EN GLEE 
Eng lee J. Reeve's storage shed 
J. Reeve's wharf J John Reeves box plant 
FISHING COM1'1UNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Englee 
Ji.re a White Bay. 
1. Settlement: July 22, 1952. 
(a) Population - 611 
(b) No. families ongaged fishing - 40 
(c) No. mon ongaged in woods work - a considerable number. 
(d) No. men engaged other occupatioBs --
2. Fi she rm.en: 
(a) Total No. - 49 
No. shore 49 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & Draggers --
(b) Average age 45 (c) Literacy 5% 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of Crews 22 
Sons & 
l\f 0. of Skippers 22 Partners 27 Share men 
4. Method of fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps 12 Trawls 44 Cod Nets --
IIand 1 ine s yes 
Salmon Traps --
Jiggers yes 
Salmon l{ets 200 
--
Lobster pots -- Caplin Seines 1 Herring Seines --
Mackeral Seines -- Mackeral Nets --
(b) Trap Boats 30 Motor Boats 30 Dories -- Punts 75 
Jack Boats -- Long liners -- Schooners --
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 175 (1950) Q's 2,876. 
Cod. Hvy. salted (1952) Q's 225 
Cod. Fresh (1952) lbs. (Sold to Englee Cold Storage). 
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 17,188 
(c) Lobster (1952) lbs. --
( d) Turbot ( 195 2 ) b b 1 s • . - -
(e) Herring (1952) bbls. --
(f) Mackerel (1951) bbls •. --
(1950) lbs. 35,550. 
i~verage lbs. --
Average bbls. --
(g) Seals, No. --
Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living Conditions: 
Generally fair. Some houses are good . Oth0rs are crowded. 
Due to the precipitous nature of the hills around the narrow 
harbour , there are 10 or 12 famili es living over water. 
7. Fish Pro c essing Facilities : 
(a) Existing Plants "Canada Bay Cold Storage Companyn operated 
here for seven years . In a good year can produce 1,250,000 lbs. 
of frozen cod fillets. This company has a salmon cannery but it 
hasn't operated for three years. Has been closed since the 
Englee Co-op began buying chilled salmon. 
1I'he Cold Storage can handle 60,000 lbs. of head on gutted 
cod per day. This is the first year they evor bough trap fish . 
Started operating June 31, and the first woek they put up 
100,000 lbs. of fille ts. Had to close on July 18 and were 
closed three days because there was no fishs 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds . 
Fair sheds but thore is not sufficient room for stages . 
Lumber is too expensive to build new sheds and there aro no 
local sawmills. 1I'he fish flakes aro 2.ll going to ruin. 
8 . Marketing : 
(a) Who buys fish. Shore-cure is purchased by the firm of John 
Reovos, Ltd., and by s.w. Mifflin . Fresh cod is purchased for 
Job Bros. by the Cold Storage. Salmon is purchased by the Co-op. 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
Fishermen buy supplies both on a cash 2~nd credit basis, but 
deal more in cash than thoy did a few years ago . Only about ton 
crews are on a credit basis now. The a verage amount extondod is 
$400 . to $600 ., for a term of five months . 
10., Co-operaj;i_v~D-~vel_opment ;_ 
There is a branch of the St. Anthony Memorial Co-operative 
here. Starting in 1949 with sevon members, it now has 120. 
Pricos paid t·or salmon wore: 1949, ~24¢; 1950, .28¢; 1951, .J4¢~ 
Tn 194J:. , the price of chilled salmon was 2~¢' but in 1945, 
.t~ l.sl~Lu .J. ·nion wont on strike and received .10¢. Large salrnon is sold 
chilled. Small salmon (undor 6 lbs.) are sold pickled . The 
Daphalino Phylis (c ollector ) makes a trip overy six days t o 
Sydney . It carries Boo cases per trip. 
11. Tho Settlement 's Area of Economic Influence: 
The John Reeves firm solls supplies and buys shore-cure cod 
from Conche , Grey Islands, Canada Harbour , Roddickton, Hooping 
Harbour, Williamsport and Great Ho.rb our Deep. The firm is the 
largost on the French Shore. 
The Co-operative storo buys salmon and sells groceries at 
Canada Harbour ~ The Co-op put in the groce ry store in June 1951. 
l2o Historical Notes: 
The Beothuck Indians are supposed t o have lived here many 
years ago . Englee has been an important fishing settlement for 
many years . 
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13. Additional Notes on Fishery and other Resources and_~ttitude of 
Fishermen, etc .~ 
The number of fishermen is declining quickly. Ten years 
ago there were seventy crews here. Now many of the men work in 
the woods. Although fishing is still the most important as far 
as numbers employed is concerned, the highest source of income 
is from woods work. 
The fresh fish plant operates mainly in the fall of the 
year. The reason for this is that there is only a 30% recovery 
on trap fish. But in the fall there is a 35% recovery on trawl 
fish. The plant is not very successful due to the uncertainty 
of the fish supply and tb.e short period it remains open in a 
year. Again, whon there is a glut of fish, the fishermen from 
nearby settlements are often turned back with their boat loads 
of fish. The plant pays its employees low wages; filleters 
receive .60¢ and .70¢ for overtime. Women receive .40¢ per hour. 
The Co-op store is doing a good business. Since June 1951, 
it sold $25,000 of groceries. Last winter the Co-op sold Sydney 
coal to members at $22.00 per long ton, when John Reeves was 
selling it at $36.oo per 2,000 lbs. 
SOI1ili DETAILS OF I-IAlJDLilJG AN.D l)ltOCESSIIJG 
Settlement Bt~GLEE 
Area vJHITE BAY 
July 22, 1952. • 
John Reeves Operation. 
Mr. Reeves' operation produces annually 14,000 
quintals. This is entirely shore cure. The drier 
produces 25 quintals per three days drying. 
Canada Bay Cold Storage. 
• 
The plttnt handles nnnually tv10 raillion five hundred 
thousand pounds of head on fish nnd one hundred thousand 
pounds of bait. It has a processing c2p2city of 24,000 lbs. 
of fillets per day E~nd this is handled by four bl2st 
freezers serviced by one 7 by 7 compressor, one 10 by 10 
compressor, one g by 11~ booster compressor plus two sharp 
freezers. Bait handled 175,000 lbs. squid, 50,000 lbs. 
caplin. Total storage capacity for bait 100,000 lbs. Annual 
production of fillets 550,000 lbs. 
Freezing section m0asures 8,416 cu. ft; chill room 
1,568 cu. ft; holding space 20,700 cu. ft. 
A small cannery is nlso operated being used mainly for 
salmon. The plant consists of two 24 case retorts, one 
sealer 22 cases per hour driven by a 6 H.I' . steam bngine; 
one 25 H.P. boiler. Capacity 186 cases per day. All this 
equipment appears to be in excellent condition. 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
. . ~ .. -.. 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of 
lated patches of pasture and 
land. 
• lSO-
hay 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
... -· ·---- -·· 
- ..,. ~·· ... 
AGRI CUL rrU!tE 
LOCATION: Englee l)ATE: 23-7-52. 
AG 11.I CULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVI~ STOCK: 
POTE~JTIAL: 
-----------·----
Very 3mall subsistence type gardens with 
productivity belo~J that required for 
local use. 
Very thin soil mantle weathered from 
impure limestone fornations- gunorally 
present in isolated pockets botw8en 
continuous rock outcrop. 
Limited amount of potatoes and cabbagu. 
t~ o pasture land or hay land. 
Lirni tt.;d nur11bo:r of sheep ar1cl goats to goth er 
with two snall horses and small individual 
flocks of poultry. 
No agricultural expansion possible due to 
continuous rock outcrop and lack of soil. 
SEAPOR,T~ S,URVEY 1 NO~TH EAST C1qAS,T NEWFOUNDLAND 
Community Englee Lat. 50°40' -Long• 56°06' 
Air Photo Coverage - Al2772 (200 - 201) 
" Maps employed - 12 NE (l - 8 miles) 
( 2001 - 203) 
(195 - 199) 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 611/5 - 122. 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 11,000 acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 70% 
.. 
(b) o·wnership and control. All lands west of Bide's Arm 
(including about 1,700 acres of potential 
timber) is on the Grenfell timber berths. 
The remainder is Crown Lands. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. There is the winter 
tracton., road to Roddickton through 
the best potential timber areas. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. Because of rock and 
the gradients, other roads would be 
most expensive to build. 
(1) slopes 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952 - 1. 
5• Distance to nearest licensed timber approx.limiles. 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
.. 
area. Nil. North East Depot, Roddickton or other centres which 
might be constructed closer to the centre of woods 
operations will always be used instead of Englee. 
7. Forestry Rating. C• 
• 
.. . 
. .... . 
.- ... 
... - r • .,.,. ' ., 
• • 
• ' ' 
, 
ENGLEE 
• 
Ehglee is primarily a fishing port centring its activities 
around the John Reeve's filleting and cold storage plant • 
Water is supplied to the fish plant, and by taps along the 
pipe-line to the village, from a small pond on the hills above. 
This could, if necessary, be greatly increased by damming a 
nearby lake and reversing its direction of flow. 
As shown on the survey form, Englee is connected by winter 
tractor road to Roddickton and to the Bowater Mainbrook Division 
road system. Due to the steep gradients involved and the rocky 
nature of the area, other roads would be very difficult to 
construct. 
Englee depends on the timber along Bide's Arm for fuel and 
logs, for the small sawmill cutti~g boxwood materia~ for the 
fish plant and lumber for the limited local needs. The deep-
soiled forested areas have been cut over until the supply of 
timber suitable for lumber has become very limited but the tree 
growth is so rapid that the supplies should be adequate for the 
local demands. Most of the land within the five mile radius of 
Englee is either rock barren or covered by slow-growing scrub 
~oftwoods suitable only for fuel. 
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tJiJ iE OF PLJ~CE: 
EXISTil1JG ~/Hl~IlVI: S: 
J~P I) HOi~CI-I I~ S F110l i TIIL SLil.: 
FOG co1 ;- 1JITIOl~S: 
ICE COI :DI11 IOtTS: 
POSSI BILITI~S OF l)aOVIDING 
: .H J1RF1-~GE ~ i. t~ D SlILLTLlt: 
DftE DGil'JG IlLC2UI11LD: 
i.V1",.ILi~BILITY OF co1 - .sT~?,UCTION 
' . T-~ ~) I 1° l · • .ci. l 1.tt. .h 0: 
PVG· 1 1 • July 23, 1952. 
' 
C2nc-1.da Hnrbour . 
L2ti tude 50041 r IT. Lo11r~. 56°7 'VJ . 
Cl·1ert IJo. 173Li-. i\.ir pl1oto: r.1issint; . 
J . R8eves, for su nll v e ssels only . 
Several small stages . 
I~-il . 
H2rbour 01Jen to u·orth cl11cl Lor·thenst 
storr:1s; V8ry poor sl1el ter. 
Frozen Decet1ber to I : r' ~T. 
l' . 
... Jone. 
Stoney , k~r·avelly nnd roc l~y. 
JTot f 02 si ble. 
Ilocl<: locally . Tir1ber frorn Roddickton. 
CANADA HARBOUR 
Faggots or fish on flakes 
Panorama 
• 
• 
. . 
Harbour from the Marble mine Typical potato patch 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Canada liarbour 
Area White Bay. 
1.- Settlement: July 23.9 1952. 
(a) Population 136. 
(b) l\f 0. families engaged fishing 18. 
( c) 1Jo. men engaged in woods work 25. 
(d) No. men engaged otwr o cc t1.p ~-ti n.ns 
--4 
2. Fishermen: 
(a) 'Iotal No. 30 
No. Shore 30 Stationers -- Flouters -- Bankers & Draggers --
( b) J~ verage age 45 (c) Literacy 10% 
3. Crew organization: 
(a) No. of Crews 18 
Sons and 
No. of Skippers 18 Partners 12 Sharemen 
--
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Codtraps 6 '.I1rawl s 3 6 Cod lfets --
Hand lines yes Jiggers yes 
Salmon '.I'raps -- Salmon Nets 20 
Lobster pots --
Herring Seines -- Herring Nets --
Mackerel Seines -- Mackerel Nets --
(b) Trap Boats 6 Motor Boats 15 Dories -- Punts 10 
Jack Bo8ts -- Long liners -- Schooners --
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod light salted (1952) Q's 250 
Cod. Hvy. salted (1952) Q's --
(1950) Q's 1,118 
Cod. Fresh, Hd. on (1952) lbs. 100,000 
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 4,000 
(c) Lobster (1952) lbs. --
(d) '.I'urbot (1952) bbls. --
(e) Herring (1952) bbls. --
(f) Mackerel (1951) bbls. --
• 
1~ ve rage 1 b s. - -
Average lbs. --
(g) Seals, No. --
- 2 -
Settlement Notes 
• 
6. Housing and Living Condition: 
• Generally very good. Three families live in houses that are 
in a bad state of repair. 
Firewood is available very close to the settlement. nn adequate 
water supply is available from a well four feet deep dug by the 
Provincial Government. 
7. Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a) Existing Plants. N~l. Canada Harbour fishermen were able to 
sell about half of their cod catch to the Canada Bay Cold Storage 
Company at Englee this year. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds• 
Fishermen have adequato shed space to store shoro-cure cod but 
their sheds and flakes are getting old and are going unrepaired. 
8. Ivfarketing: 
(a) Who buys fish. Mr. McDonald, agent for John Reeves' firm and 
S.W. Mifflin of Catalina. 
9. Financing: • 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
Fishermen buy supplies on a 75% credit and 25% cash basis. 
Credit is extended for five months on the average but often have to 
carry it over until the next.year's fish voyage is sold. ~verage 
amount extended to crews is $600. 
10. Co-operative Development: 
Eight salmon producers here are members of the Co-op at Englee 
and sell salmon there. 
11. 'I'he Settlement's J~rea of Economic Influence: 
Limited to local settlement. Dependent on tho firms at Engloo. 
12. Historical Notes: 
In 1764, a Poole fishing ship with 77 men harboured here. 
permanent fishing settlement, it is about 100 years old. 
' 
..£1..S a 
13. Additional Notes on Fishery and other Resources and Attitude of 
Fishermen, otc.: 
Mackerel, flounder and smelts 
grounds here but none are caught. 
Canada Bay along the French Sho~e. 
are available on the fishing 
~1acke rel come into Hare Bay and 
'I'he cod trap season extends from June 1 to July 15. Hook and 
line fishing continues until November 15. In Ivlarch they ·catch an 
average of 6 or 8 young harp seals per man, 
The fishermen are fairly good but not as keen as the fishermen 
at Hooping Harbour and Great Harbour Deep. 
J\G RIC ULTURL 
LOCATION: Canada Harbour. DATE: 23-7-52. 
__________ , ___ . ___ ___ --------------
AGRICULTURl~: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POT~tJ TIAL: 
Su'bsistt-nc0 type gard~n productbn 
insufficient for local needs. 
Soils, deriv0d from pure and in~ure 
limcstone forr,1ations, are dnrk brown 
to black in color and comparatively 
thin over bedrock. Slight 
podsolizntion and soils g0nernl]y 
alk21.1n~ in reaction. 
Limited amounts of potatoes, 
turnips, cabbage, cnrrots and beE:t. 
Approximately twnety-five she~ 
and ten goats m~intained, together 
with s1nall nur:1bers of poultry. 
T\1elve mink maintnir1ed. 
~Jo expnnsion possible due to hilly 
topography and rock outcrop. 
• 
•, 
. . 
• 
• 
SEAPORT S.URVE'Y, NORTH EAST COAST NE'li,/FOUNDLAND 
Community Canada Harbour 
Air Photo Coverage NFL 2 
'laps Employed 12 NE 
0 
Lat. 50 42' 
99 - 96 
1. No4 of families present now (welfare) 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 
0 
Long .56 07' 
136/5 - 27 
acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. The mosaic on 
which the forested area .was roughly measured wa3 too 
?OOr to allow an estimate of the type. 
(b) Ownership and control. Crown lands . 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
I 
• 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. The air photographic 
cover was not availat..,_ o, 
when these reports we :'; 
written. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. 
(1) slcpes 
(2) boulders, rock 3 etc. 
4~ Sawmills licensed for 1952. 
5- Distance to nearest licensed timber 
---
miles. 
6. Opportunities fer lJ.sing port as exit from licensed timber 
area. Nil. 
7. Forestry Rating. c. 
J 
, 
I 
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H1RBOUR FACILITIES 
EXISTING vltI1l.RVES: 
EXI S TI N'G BrtEJi.I\~Jlt TLllS : 
FOG cor:f DITION'S: 
• 
Ii.oddi ck ton. 
LCJ.titude 50°52YIJ. Longo 56°8vvl. 
Churt l1Io 1734. 
Air photo: Al2772-164 und 165. 
Public wharf (77 ft. face); privute 
timber whurf o Coastal vessels use 
public vvharf. Some sn1aller vrharves. 
None. 
Good except for one bad rock in 
Canad2 Bay. 
Fnir; worst in spring and enrly 
sumn1er. 
STORJ'1 COlJDITI UNS : Harbour fairly well protected o F'etcl1 
of some distance to S.S.W. 
ICE CONDITIONS: Frozen December to May. 
TIDJlL PECULI1lRITil.JS: IJono. 
l\if,_ TURE OF BOTTOI"'I: Stoney. 
POS.SIBILIT 113 OI11 PROVIDil'TG 
\·:tIJ,.Fi.FJ~GE i.tJD SIIELTETI: l'Jot necessary. 
DREDGING TILQUITILD: Nil. 
liVi.ILi.BILITY OF COIJSTRuCT'ION 
DIJ~TERillLS: Tir.1ber c:~nd rock locally. 
EVG: July 23, 1952. 
RODDICKTON 
Public wharf Lumber at Saunders and Howell Mill 
Square timber Saunders and Howell Mill 
Boat loaded with lumber for planing mill at Carbonear. 
FISHING COMMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Roddickton. 
Area vvni t e Bay. 
July 23, 1952. 
Population - 892 
Settlement Notes: 
Saunders & Howell Sawmill 
Sawed 2,500,000 F.B.IvI . here last year. In 1950, sawed about 
four million F.B.M. Mill employs about seventy men and also hires 
men to do the cutting. ll.s well as lumber, produce pit props for 
export to Cardiff, Wales. Lumber is sent chiefly to Carbonear 
where it is finished by Saunders and Howell mill works there. In 
the winter, from December 20 to March 31, they employ about 175 men 
in the bush, cutting logs and pit props. ~hen driving starts and 
they use fifty men for this. Logs are pulled by horses to Easter 
River, North East R!ver and Shoal Pond River, then towed by boat 
to the mill. 
Wages: 
Cutting -
Teamsters 
Driving 
$5 .90 per cord for pit props 
7.00 per thousand for logs 
- $8.65 for man and one horse 
9.01 for man and two horses 
-"Driven, 11 Sack 11 and 11 Tow 11 wages are .88~ with 
some variation depending on the relative 
danger involved in the various jobs. 
The wage rates are set by the Newfoundland Labor Union at the 
head office in Corner Brook . Union fees are $6.00 a year per man. 
Can take any job in the woods if they pay this fee. 
Bowater's Company: 
Operate three miles north of Roddickton. Have a depot at Hare 
Bay. Bowater's operations in this area are larger than Saunders & 
Howell's. At the peak of thoir cutting operations they have 
approximately 400 men in the camps. The following camps in this 
area employ the following number of m_en: 
Camp 12 
-
85 men 
Camp 5 85 " 10t -Camp 7 60 ti -
Camp 6 60 fl 
-
Camp 14 Bo II -
Camp 13 70 II -
Total - 440 II 
Bowater's Company pays the same wage rates as Saunders & Howell. 
The residents at Roddickton were primarily fishermen about 
twelve years ago. Now they depend mainly on woods work as a source 
of income. Although 90% of both Saunders & Howell and Bowator 's men 
are still fishermen in this area, many of the men only come out of 
- 2 -
the woods to fish during the fly season which lasts from June 1 
to August 1. Saunders & Howell started operations here seventeen 
years ago. Bowater's has been operating fifteen years. However, 
during two years of the last war, Bowater's closed down and the 
Saunders & Howell mill was the only operation in this area. 
Roddickton is supposed to bo a dying town. Pe rhaps enough 
timb e r remains to operate the sawmill for another five years, but 
some people are beginning to leave at the present time . 
Fishing Effort: 
Practically no fishing here. The 1950, shore-cure pro-
duction was 141 quintals. 
• 
• 
\ 
.. 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
. ... ..... 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of 
lated patches of pasture and 
land. 
• lSO-
hay 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
- -· ·---··-
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AClilI CUL TU.RE 
--- -
LOCJ;. TIO~T : Roddiclctor1 S: ITorth l~ast h.rn1. DA Tl~ : 22-7 - 5 2 • 
-------·-------------·-----·---·--·-------------
AGftICU.LTUilE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LI\Tt;STOCI( · 
. .
Garden typ8 production as yet in-
suffi ci E:::nt for local cor1surnptior1., 
No pasture or hay land. 
Soils derived from calcareous sands, 
gravels and roworkod till material. 
l' fot 1102vily podsoli zed and ovurlc:1in 
by black, d~nomposed organic mat. 
Potatoes, turnips, cabbage, carro~ 
and bt;ct. 
Approximately tw8nty she8p and ten 
horsbs maintained, togeth~r with 
small individual flocks of hens~ 
Unlimited extension possible if land 
can be obtained from Pulpwood owners. 
Area covered with heavy growth of 
spruce and fir - generally bouldcry 
on surface but not enough to prohibit 
clGnring. 
. . 
SEAPO·RT SURVEY, NORTH EAST . COAST NEWFOUNDLAND 
Community Roddickton 
Air Photo Coverage - Al2772 (195-196) 
Maps employed - 12 NE 
Long. 56008' 
• 
(161 - 166) 
(194 .. 198) 
l. · No.· of families present now {welfare). 892/5 - 198. 
2. · Area of accessible forest., Approx. -- acres. See note. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest •. 
• 
(b) Ownership and control. On license to the International 
Grenfell Association and is being operated 
by Saunders & Howell of Carbonear. Their 
sawmill is located here. 
3~ Difficulties of. utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. None, though there is 
a snowmobile road from Roddickton to Englee and 
another from Roddickton through North East 
Depot to the rond system of the Bowater's 
Mainbrook Division. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. No serious diffi-
culties. 
(1) slopes - gentle~ 
(2) boulders, rock, etc~ Area mostly thin-soiled so 
this forces detours or expensive 
rockwork. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952 .. 1. 
Saunders & Howell mill with capacity of 4 million F.B.M. 
per year. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber -- miles. 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
area. --
7. Forestry Rating - A. 
• 
• 
• 
RODDICKTON ~ 
. . 
A sawmill town located on the east side of Canada Ba;y in 
the centre of the International Grenfell Association timber 
limits on which the lumber company of Saunders & Howell is 
operating • 
It is connected by winter tractor (or snowmobile) roads to 
Englee to the south and through Northeast Depot at the north 
end of Canada Bay to the road system of the Bowater Mainbrook 
Division. This region is not rough so road building costs 
should not be excessive. 
The town uses dug wells at present for its water supply. 
Water could be supplied by gravity, however, from East Pond, 
about 1.25 miles distant. 
Because of the distance from the open sea, there is no 
commercial fishing. Though Mr. Chanc~'s report may show that 
agriculture is possible in this area, it is not practised now. 
Almost all of the able-bodied men in Roddickton work either at 
the Saunders & Howell mill located here or with the pulpwood 
operations of the Bowater Mainbrook Division. 
The Saunders & Howell sawmill in .Roddickton have operated 
in the past without a road system and have now cut all readily 
accessible timber. The Grenfell license expires either this 
year or next and reverts to the Crown. Whether Saunders & Howell 
commence an extensive road system will depend upon whether they 
obtain an extension of their cutting permit and whether they 
consider returns from future operations justify road building 
costs. 
Tree growth on the deeper-soiled portions of this area is 
very rapid SJ it can be safely assumed that some form of forest 
industry can be continued indefinitely. The population of 
Roddickton will undoubtedly decrease when the Saunders & Howell 
mill finally closes but the settlement is unlikely to disappeari 
I 
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R.cc( '' t:l 
/h~ 4J..• 
PLAN Of Ht-\BBOUR. .. 
Sc.ale.: Apfro~ J \nc.h • 1 M\ le. 
$ouf>c.A.n1jS r r1 tc<t b~\cw Lo~o.t~Y. 0'f'~\04Y~_5pt-ln~ Ttdc. 
rt.rt.. 
_G__H A R1 gE .LOCAT l ON , 
1JiME OF PLJi.CI:: 
EY~ISTIIJG \JHllflVES: 
EXISTING DREhK~T~T~RS: 
FOG COI-TDITION"S: 
STOl-ill CUNDITIOI·JS: 
ICE CONDITIOI'JS: 
TIDJ.L PLCULI1.ftITII~S: 
tJ i. TUitL OF BOT'TOT,1: 
Dl1EDGIITG RI~l2UIRl~D: 
H~RBOUR FhCILiTIBS 
Gray Islands. (Anchorag e at South 
end of South Isld. known ns Bell 
I slar1d) • 
Latitude 50°42 1 N. Long. 55°3S 1w. 
Chart l'Jo. 1734 • .i\ir pl1otos: N"FL5-ll 
&--, 16. 
Nil except fish stages. 
Nil except nnturnl roclcs. 
Dangerous and difficult. Foul 
ground for about two Lliles off shore 
south-vvesterly .. 
Fr_ir to bad. 
Exposed to Rll but IJorth. 
Blocked with ice Decer ..1ber to Iiay. 
l'J 0118. 
I(ocky. 
l fot fec~_ sible. 
1Jot feasible. 
Ji\!1~ILI1B I iil TY OF COI ISTltuCTIOl, .. 
l.J~TERiii.LS: Rock, loose, locally. 'rir,1ber fron1 
Roddicton. 
EVG: July 24, 1952. 
• 
' : . 
Looking south 
GREY ISLANDS 
Fisherman's wife 
and daughter 
Looking south-west 
Looking south-east 
• 
FISHING COMM:UNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement 
Area 
• 
Grey Isl ands. 
White Bay. 
]... Settlement: July 24, 1952. 
(a) Population 81 (Including Sandy Cove and French Cove). 
(b) No. families engaged fishing_20 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work --
(d) No. men engaged other occupations --
2. Fishormen: 
(a) Total No. 38 
No. Shore 38 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & Draggers --
( b ) /', ve rage age 45 
3. Crew Organization~ 
(a) No. of Crews 3J 
(c) Literacy 50% 
No. of Skippers 20 Partners 17 Sharemen 1 
4. Method of Fishing: 
{a) Cod Traps 3 Trawls -- Cod Nots ---
Hand lines 90 Jiggers yes 
Salmon Traps -- Salmon Nets --
Lobster pots --
Herring Seines -- I-lerring No ts 
Mackerel Seines -- Mackerel Nets --
(b) Trap Boats 4 Motor Boats 16 Dories 1 Punts 40 
Jack Boats -- Long liners -- Schooners --
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 1,500 
Cod. Hvy. salted {1952) Q's --
Cod. Fresh (1952) lbs. --
( b) Salmon (1952) lbs. -- 11. verage 
( c) Lobster (1952) lbs. -- Average 
(d) T'urbot (1952) bbls. 
--
Average 
( e ) Herring (1952) bbls. 
--
Average Q's --
lbs. --
obs. 
--
bbls. 
--
(f) Mackerel (1951) bbls. -- (g) Seals, No. (1952) 300. 
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Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living Conditions: 
Fairly good houses. About on an average with the remainder of the 
northern French Shore settlements. Drinking water is from wells four 
or five feet deep. Most families have their own wells. Firewood is 
obtained two miles inland on the Island. 
7. Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a) Existing Plants - Nil. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds. 
Adequate storage space in fishermen's sheds for shore-cure 
cod. Wooden flakes are used. 
8. Marketing: 
(Who buys fish. John Reeves Ltd., and John Sno.w of St. Julien's. 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
Fishermen receive credit for fishing supplies and groceries for a 
six months period in the year. Average amount of credit is $300. to 
$500. Fishermen sell their fish to the merchant who supplies them. 
10. Co-operative Development: Nil. 
11. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence: 
Purely local. The settlement receives all of its supplies from 
Englee and St. Julien's. 
12. Historical Notes: 
The Grey Islands (or Groais Islands) settlement is an old 
· fishing place. About eighty years ago schooners used to como here 
trading supplies and buying fish. Now there are none coming here. 
13. Additional Notes on Fishery and Other Resources and Attitude of 
Fishermen, etc. 
The handline method of fishing predominates. One fisherman has 
lived here for twenty-three years and is still a lone handline man. 
He catches from 60 - 70 Q's of cod each year, which is higher than the 
average for the fishermen of this settlement. 
The cod does not appear to be as plentiful as they were years ago. 
T'he weather is generally better for making fish on the Islands than on 
the French Shore mainland. This is true of Fishot Island as well. 
The Islands get the wind from all directions, while the deep harbours 
on the Fr~nch Shore cut off many breezes that dry the fish well. The 
cod trap season at Grey Islands lasts from June 23 to July 31. Rand-
lining continues until October 15. 
~he residents here are average or not too keen as a class of 
fishermen. 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers; of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
- - • _. .> 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of 
lated patches of pasture and 
land. 
• iso-
hay 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
- -~-
-- -- ·------ -
-· . ~ ... 
AGRICULTURE 
LOCATION: Gray Isl~nds. D. TE'· 1, ' l • 24-7-52. 
AGRICULTURE: 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVESTOCK: 
POTENTIAL: 
Gnrden type agriculture producing 
sufficient potatoes for local use and 
limited amounts of other roots. 
Soils derived from parunt rock and old 
beach materials, generally covered with 
pe&ty organic mat. 
Potatoes, turnips, cabbage, carrots nnd 
beet. 
Moderate amount of pasture and hay land. 
hpproxir1ately fourteen cows and eigl1ty 
sheep ~aintained. 
No agricultural expnnsion possible due 
to rough topography, shallow soils and 
pent deposits. Some increase in present 
production possible through improved 
methods of farming. 
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H1~RBOUR F1iCILITILS 
• 
l,J J.I"iL OF PLf. CE : 
EXISTilJG \1 JHi~RVJ;.; S: 
i.PP 1{01'- CIIlGS FilOl 1 THL Si:111: 
s TOPJ i co1.; :011·101rs: 
ICE COrJDITlONS: 
TIDi.L PLCU-11.itl1I TIES: 
Lii. 'TURE OF I30TTOI1,I: 
POSSIBILITIES OF PllOVIDlNG 
T TH r RF ' G-, . l\ ~ D ,... lIE'- r;q_1 D 
1.iv 1li. lt 1_J J.i'J Or 1 L1.LJ1L: 
DREDG IIIG itl~C~UIRi~D: 
AV~lLABlLITY OF CONSTRUCTION 
~If:~ TEFtI.aLS : 
·EVG: July 24, 1952. 
-
Hooping I-1arbour. 
La ti tl1de 50°37v1'T. Lor1g 0 56°16 v1Jj 0 
Cl1art 1734. 
itir photos: IJ1~15-141 to 145. 
Public wharf with face 4S.4 fto 
adjoir1s John Reeves , Ltdo, 11\Tl1arf 
to present n total face of 108 ft. 
tlt v1hich coc'.1stal stear;·1ers cnn r:1oor. 
There are severnl fish stng es in the 
112rbour o 
Harbour is lnndlocked. 
Goodo 
C}ood o 
I ~c:1 y ()e surgir1g~ ir1 11 ec:1v y ec:.sterly 
storms. Well sheltered froo wind by 
high rocky hills all around. 
Froz en De cc1 lLJ(Jr to I/lay .. 
I-Jone. 
l1ocky. ~let t e r is too deep for 
anchorage except in Enst lrm. 
Not good for wharf sites. 
... 
Roel( locally, boulders in East i1rrn. 
Tin1ber locally 0nd fror11 \111i te Bay 
points•-
HOOPING HAttBOUR 
Hooping Harbour 
Opposite side of Hooping Harbour from docks 
(north side) 
Docks 
• 
FISHING CO:rvIT1UNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Hooping Harbour. 
Area White Bay. 
l~ Settlement: July 24, 1952. 
(a) Population 199 
(b) No. families engaged fishing 35 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work few. 
(d) No. men engaged other occupations --
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No. 49 
No. shore 49 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & Draggers --
(b) Average age 50 (c) Literacy 80% 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of Crews 23 
Sons and 
No. of skippers 23 partners 22 Sharemen 4 
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps 16 Trawls 35 Cod Nots --
Hand lines yes Jiggers yes 
Salmon Traps -- Salmon Nets lGO 
Lobster pots --
Herring Seines -- Herring }Jets 40 
Mackerel Seines -- Mackerel Nets --
(b) Trap Boats 9 Motor Boats 24 Dories 1 Punts 31. 
Jack Boats -- Long liners -- Schooners --
5. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light Salted (1952) Q's 1,600 (1951) Q's 4,000 (1950) 
! Cod. Hvy. salted (1952) Q's --
Cod. Fresh, Hd. on (1G52) lbs. 60,000 
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 4,200 (1951) 11,000 
(c) Lobster (1952)lbs. -- Average lbs. --
(d) Turbot (1952)bbls. --
(e) Herring (1952) bbls. 
(~) Mackerel (1951) bbls. --
Average bbls. --
(g) Seals (1952) No.150 
Q's 2,644. 
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Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living Conditions: 
All families have very good homes here. Drinking water is 
obtained from a brook. Have year . .aro.und supply of good water. 
Firewood is obtained two miles from the settlement. 
7. Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a) Existing Plants. 
Nil . However, in the fall of the year fishermen can sell cod 
fresh to the fish plant at Englee. This is the first year that 
fishermen were able to sell the trap fish at Englee. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds. 
Some fishermen have not enough shed space to store their own 
fish. There is not enough flake space. Some fish were spread on 
the ground on small boughs or on rocks on the day of our visit. 
8. Marketing: 
(a) Who buys fish. D.J. Randall, agent for John Reeves, buys the 
shore-cure production. 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
Fishermen buy on a 75% credit basis. The credit period is 
usually six months. The average crew needs $360. credit. Last year 
all the fishermen p~tid their bills but prospects do not look good 
for this year because the voyage is small. 
10. Co-operative Development: 
Nil. 
11. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence: 
Local influence only. The agent for John Reeves' store 
supplies this settlement alone. There is only one store and one 
U .C. school. It is impossible to get a teacher and there are 35 
children of school age here. There is also an Apostolic church. 
12. Historical Notes: 
This settlement is only 50 - 60 years old. Mr . Randall, a 
fisherman, was one of the first settlers. The present store-keeper 
is this fisherman's son. 
13. Additional Notes on Fishery and other Resources and Attitude of 
Fishermen etc .: 
This year they had the poorest salmon catch that fishermen have 
experienced . Cod appears to bo plentiful. Cod traps are set up to 
four miles away from the settlement. Handl1ning and trawling is done 
2 - 4 miles away. 
/See next page. 
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This is one of the few settlements where the nurnber of 
fishermen is increasing. Five years ago there were only 35 
fishermen here. They are good fishermen but have to r ely on 
fishing alone. Not many go to the woods to work. 
The cod trap season lasts from June 1 to August 15. 
Hook and line fishing is carried on until Novemb er 20. 
It is a land-locked harbour surrounded by hills of 900 
f eet. On hot summer days, it is very difficult to keep the 
fish from burning on the flakes, as very little breeze can 
get into the harbour. 
There is a small 10 H.P. sawmill operated by three mon. 
Last winter it produced 12,000 F.B.M. of rough lumber. 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture: 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production, 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited an.aunt of 
pasture or hay land: 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land: 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land: 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens: 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of iso-
lated patches of pasture and hay 
land, 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
--- .. ------ - ~ ... ~· 
AGii.ICUL'fURE 
L(X; 11. TION: IIoopi11g I-Inrbour. DATB: 24- 7- 52. 
-------------··---~------,----- ------
11.GRI CULTURE : 
SOILS: 
CROPS: 
LIVJ::;STOCI(: 
il. r11inor nun1b0r of very smnll sub-
sistence typ0 gnrdens with very low 
production. Bulk of agricultural 
products imported. 
Very stoney isolnted patc11us of 
soil dcri vcd fron1 wonthcring talus 
rnateric:.ls. 
Potatoes and cabbage produc ed in 
minor qu0ntitius. 
Approximately thirty he2d of sheep 
n1aintained. 
Fjord type hnrbour· vvi th surrounding 
precipitous mountnins and bascl. rock 
d~:: bris .  I-)rncti cally i10 Rgriculture 
as such 2nd c:i.bsolutely no potor1t inl. 
SEAPORT SURVEY, NORTH EAST COAST NEWFOUNDLAND 
• 
Community Hooping Harbour Lat ... 50°36' Long. 56°12' 
Air Photo Coverage NFL 5 (141 - 145) NFL 5 ( 96 - 100) (141 - 145) 
Maps Employed 12 NE 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 199/5 -
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 23,000 acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. The mosaic is of 
( b) 
too poor quality 
to differentiate this type of forest. 
Ownership and control. The A.N.D. limit is one mile west 
of the end of the harbour. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
~a) 
(b) 
Existing roads from forest to port. None. 
Possibilities for roads forest to port. Poor, 
might 
the creek valley if the expense were considered 
(1) slopes steep 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. all rocky 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952. 1 
thouo:b one 
be b·uil t up 
justifiable. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber 1 miles from the present 
settlement. 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
area. Very good when the A.N~D. company commence."· operations 
in this region. 
7. Forestry Rating. A. 
• 
HOOPING HARBOUR 
An excellent harbour located at the end of a steep-
• 
walled fjord. Due to the lack of level or even moderately 
sloping ground, this settlement is not suitable for expansion 
in its present position. If not too exposed, a small cove in 
the northeast corner of the harbour would be more satisfactory. 
The valley leading to this· cove is the logical exit for pulp-
wood or timber cut in this region, and it is also the main 
local sup ·o ly of fuelwood and saw timber. 
Water supply is, at present, from dug wells or springs. 
It would be very easy t~ pipe water to th£.present settleL1er1t 
from the strean which flows through it. 
' • 
There are no roads. When the A.N.D. company commence 
woods operatfons in the Northern Peninsula, the valley leading 
to the small cove near the harbour entrance is a logical exit. 
Roads would probably be built up this valley to the limits three 
miles away, and possibly they would be connected to the major 
ro ad.system which would have to be developed for this large . limit. 
The air photographs aro not available to check the difficulties 
of road construction. 
Hooping Harbour is at present a fishing village. 
' ' r 
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WILLIAMSPORT 
Whale tactor1 
Route for dropping wood 
• 
• 
FISHING COIYIMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Williamsport. 
Area White Bey • 
• July 24, 1952 • 
1. Settlement: 
(a) Population 188 
(b) No. families engaged fishing 38 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work 7 
(d) No. men engaged other occupations --
2.. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No. 45 
I No. Shore 45 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & draggers --
(b) Average Age 37 (c) Literacy 50% 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of Crews 20 
Sons and 
No. of Skippers 20 Partners 17 Sharemen 8 
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps 10 'I1rawls 35 Cod Nets --
Hand lines yes Jiggers yes 
Salmon 'I1raps 
--
Salmon Nets 65 
Lobster pots 
--
Herring Seines -- Herring Nets 25 
Mackerel Seines 
--
Mackerel Nets 
--
(b) Trap Boats 8 Motor Boats 20 Dories -- Punts 10 
Jack Boats -- Long liners -- Schooners --
5.. Settl ernent Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod Light Salted (1952) Q's 1,200 
Cod-Hvy. salted (1952) Q's --
(1951) Q's 2,400 (1950) 2,176 , 
Cod Fresh, Head On (1951) lbs. 100,000. 
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 3,000 
(c) Lobster (1952) lbs. --
(d) Turbot (1952) bbls. --
( e) Herring (1952) --
(f) Mackerel (1951) bbls• --
Average lbs. 30,000 
Average lbs. --
Average bbls. --
(g) Seals, (1952) I\fo. 200. 
6. 
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Settlement Notes 
Housing and Living Conditions: • 
Very good average homes!'. No houses that can be classed as 
poor. 'I1he people are all fairly independent.. Drinking water is 
available from shallow three-foot wells and a river gives yoar 
around supply. A good supply of firewood is available l~ miles 
from the settlement. 
7. Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a) Existing Plantso 
Nil11 Fishermen send fresh fish (dressed head on) to the fish 
plant at Englee from October 1 to freeze up, which is about 
November 10. Last year they sold 100,000 lbs. to Englee plant. 
The "Olsen Whale and Seal Products" factory started operating 
in 1945· Last year extracted oil and meal from 200 whales, (chiefly 
Finbacks). Not operating this year because the price of oil is too 
low. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds. 
Adeq.uate storage space in fishermen's sheds for shore-cure cod. 
Flakes and stages are i~ fair average conditioD•. 
8. Marketing: 
(a) Who buys fish. 
Herbert Randall, agent for John Reoves Limited, has bought all 
the shore-cure cod for thirty-three years. 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
Fishermen buy supplies on a 50/50 cash and 
is extended from Ji to 6 months and the average 
crews is $300. to ~400. 
10. Co-operative Development: Nil. 
11. The Settlement's Area of Economic Influence: 
.. 
credit basis. Credit 
amount of credit to 
The local merchant sells a few cash supplies to fishermen at 
Great Harbour Deep, Little Harbour Deep and Hooping Harbour~ · 
Last year the merchant sold $38,000 of supplies in the local 
settlement. Of this amount $13,000 were cash sales. 
12. Historical Notes: 
The settlement is sixty years old. The local fishing population 
has remained about the same in the last ten years~ Have had as mnny 
as fifteen stationer crews about ten years ago. .Two stationer crews 
from Jackson's Arm came here last year, but there are none this year. 
The local inshore fishermen increased by fifteen this year due to the 
closing of the Olsen Whale and Seal Products factory. 
• 
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13. Additional Note s on Fishery and other Resources and Attitude 
of Fishermen, etc.: 
, 
Th~ Olsen Whale and Seal Products Factory employed 
seventy men at the plant and forty men on whaling vessels. 
This year there was only a small skeleton staff employed 
cleaning up the premises. 
The merchant has a cod oil factory be re, but he,s not 
operated it for four years. Used to refine an average of 
fifty casks a year. The liver from 2,500 Q's of cod would 
yield this amo~nt. He had to close down becaus e rot oil was 
too high. Rot oil went to .BOi per gallon and it takes 
three gallons of rot oil to make one gallon of refined1 so the merchant could not produce when he could only get ~1.50 
for refined oil. 
There is plenty of trap room here. Tho trap season 
extends from June 1 to August 15. Hook and line fishing 
lasts until November 10. Salmon fishing lasts from June 10 
to July 10. Seals are caught in April. 
The fishermen are of a good ambitious type, and generally 
make good fish. 
• 
AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Garden type agriculture: Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
· one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep~ 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep: 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land~ 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land~ 
Large amount of pasture and 
hay land~ 
Minor or small numbers, of 
hens~ 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
- " . 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of 
late·d patches of pasture and 
land. 
0 lSO-
hay 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
- .. - -
-_.. -- ~· ....... - ·-
.. -· ~ . -·· -~ ···-
AGRICULTURt ............ . .. ...... __ _ 
LOCJ~ TI01'J: 
--~---
'tlilli2.r1 sport. DJ;. T~ : 2 4-7 - 5 2 • 
---- ~---------·~----- ---·---------- --~--
J~GFIT CULTUllL : 
SOILS: 
CROf· S : 
LIVESTOCK: 
PO TEI\ Tih.IJ: 
Iilinor numbsr of very sn1e.ll subsistence 
gardens - bulk of agricultural 
products imported. .~ 
Very stony, isol2t8d pntches of soil 
weather ed from talus mRterials. 
\ 
Lir.ni ted ricrnount of potr.toes a.nd 
cnbbnge. 
Approximat ely ten shcup . m~intnined • . 
,.. .. , '', 
No agricultural potontial due t o 
Fjord type of topogr2phy nnd 
prscipi t aus r11ountc1ins. 
. ' ... 
' 
• 
• 
I 
SEAPORT SURVEY, NORTH EAST COAST NEWFOUNDLAND 
• 
• 
Community Williamsport 0 0 Lat.50 32' Long. 56 17' 
Air Photo Coverage NFL 5 1.53 - 1.56 NFL 5 ( 86- 88),(143-145) (1.53-1.56),(198-202) 
Maps filnployed 12 NE (8 Mile) 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 188/.5 
-
38 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 18,000 acres. 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. The air photo-
graphs are too 
poor to give an estimate. 
(b) Ownership and control. The A.N.D. limit line is 2 miles 
west of the harbour. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(n) Existing roads from forest to port. None. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. See Notes below. 
(1) slopes The gradients are very steep near the 
harbour. 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. very rocky. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 19.52. l 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber 2 miles. 
---
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber area~ 
good. 
?. Forestry Rating. A. 
WILLIAMSPORT 
An excellent harbour located on a long steep-walled 
fJord where there is little opportunity for the expansion 
which is almost certain to. develop when woods operations 
commence in this district. Unfortunately there is no air 
photographic cover available which could be used to check the 
west end of Fourche Bay and the present location of the whale 
refinery as alternative sites. 
There is plenty of forest cover on the valleys lending 
to the hGrbour to provide fuelwood and the local timber needs. 
A gravity water system could be developed from a str~am 
flowing into the arm of the harbour on which Williamsport is 
located. 
There are no roads and it would be difficult to buiilid 
one up the steep sides of the harbour. Once on top, the terrain 
is relatively level and road building no more difficult than for 
the normal woods truck road. 
Williamsport is a fishing and whaling port. 
• 
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HhRBOUR FAClLITIES 
E1CI STING \THi1.ttVl~S: 
FOG cor.· DITIOISS: 
srrOFll1;. COISD..L TIOI·JS: 
IC L C Oi: D l Tl 0 I JS : 
~0SSI13IL TTILS OF i> llOVIJJil~G 
\:,7}IJ1.RFJi.GL Ji. IJD SIJ.LLTI~R: 
DRLDGING REWUIHLD: 
Li VAILliBILI TY OF COL1sTI{ TJC1,Ior~· 
~ 11 TJ~n l-1~1s : · 
Great Harbour Deep. 
La. t i tu de 5 0 o 2 3 1 I':· .. 
Lont~itude 56°30 1 ~ J: Cl1urt l ;O. 2S2o 
Air photos: Al2772-211 to 213. 
J. Reeves, r.10 st v1e st er ~L~y in 
village, and fisl1 stages. Coastal 
steamers anchor in offing but 
occasionolly use J • . lleeves v v1l1arf .. 
l' Jew public coastcll vil1ar·f l1nder· 
constructior1 ( Q() ft. fD.ce) cri bv1orlc 
about 250 ft o south of J. Iteeves. 
1·, il o Lor1g indr·auc;ht.. 2 c.1rr11s. 
Good. o ' I.id.er tl1an vlillinri1sport o 
I.; ot deep· 3 )~ f a.tho1:1s cl t J. I1 e eve s 
' ·-Vvlla. rf. 
Goodo 
Slight suring frora SoL. gales. 
In 1Ji11ter slob for·r1s c:i.11d shifts 
frora one Rrr1 to the other. 
i1.s rioted uncler ri Ice Co11.cli ti ans i·i o 
Roclcy. · 
SoL1e logs lo c2lly or f'r .. orn VJilliari1s-
port. Sawr1 111L11)Cl"' fror:i Sop Y s 1\rr.1 or 
otl1er points. Roel: J_occ:tll~r. 
Boulders nlo11ri; shor·e ir1 bottom of 
11etrbour. 
• . 
GREAT HARBOUR DEEP 
Four stages with sheds 
Main street near north end of town 
J.Reeve•s wharf 
Hauling in a cod trap 
Board walk near south end or town 
Stream south side 
Possible water supply 
FISHING COJYIMUNITY SCHEDULE 
Settlement Great Harbour Deep. 
Area ~!hi te Bay. 
1. Settlement: July 25, 1952. 
(a) Population 240 
(b) No. families engaged fishing 45 
(c) No. men engaged in woods work 4 
(d) No. men engaged other occupations --
2. Fishermen: 
(a) Total No. 70 
No. shore 70 Stationers -- Floaters -- Bankers & draggers --
(b) Average age 37 (c) Literacy 80% 
3. Crew Organization: 
(a) No. of Crews 27 
Sons and 
No. of skippers 27 Partners 23 Sharemen 20 
4. Method of Fishing: 
(a) Cod Traps 14 Trawls Bo Cod nets 
--
Hand lines yes Jiggers yes 
Salmon Traps 
--
Salmon I'IJ et s 200 
Lobster pots 
--
Herring Seines 
--
1-Ierring Nets 50 
Mackerel Seines 
--
Mackerel ~Jets 
--
(b) Trap Boats 12 Motor Boats 41 Dories -- Punts 40 
Jack Boats -- Long liners -- Schooners --
5·. Settlement Annual Catch: 
(a) Cod. Light salted (1952) Q's 650 (1951) Q's 3,500 (1950) 3,457 
Cod. Hvy. salted (1952) Q's --
. I 
Cod. Fresh Head on (1951) lbs. 180,000 
(b) Salmon (1952) lbs. 12,000 (1951) 35,000 
(c) Lobster (1952) lbs. -- Average lbs. --
(d) Turbot (1952) bbls. --
( e) Herring (1952) bbls. --
Average bbls. --
(f) Mackerel (1951) bbls. -- (g) Seals, (1952) No. 22. 
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Settlement Notes 
6. Housing and Living Conditions: 
Fair average homes and no absolutely poor dwellings in this 
settlement. Drinking water from wells eight feet deep and from 
brooks. Adequate year around supply. Adequate supply of firewood 
one mile from settlement. There were two new buildings under 
construction. 
7. Fish Processing Facilities: 
(a) Existing Plants. 
Nil . Last year was the first time the 
ever sold cod fresh. Sold lB0,000 lbs. dressed head on 
Storage at Englee. Received .02~ and .02~¢. 
(b) Conditions of flakes, stages and fish sheds. 
fishermen 
to Cold 
Adequate storage room in fishermen's sheds. 
new sheds which were the first newly constructed 
the survey so far. Fish flakes are in very good 
Had built three 
fish sheds seen on 
condition. 
8. Marketing: 
(a) Who buys fish. Charles Marcell, agent for John Reeves Ltd., buys 
the shore-cure cod. 
9. Financing: 
(a) Credit extended to fishermen. 
It usually takes 75% of the voyage to pay a fisherman's credit 
bill. For the voyage credit is extended for 5 - 6 months. , Trap 
crews require $500. on the average and trawl crews require $150. 
Carrying charges are 1% per month. 
10. Co-operative Development: 
Nil. But a movement for a Co-op is being started. One~of the 
fishermen is trying to organize members for a co-operative., He 
claimed all of the fishermen at the settlement would be willing to 
unite and supply the labour if a drying plant or filleting plant 
could be built here. 
11. The Settlement's Armof Economic Influence: 
Local only. There is only one largo store and a small cash 
store. Sales and purchases are confined to Harbour Deep. 
12. Historical Notes: 
The settlement is between 100 and 150 years old. Used to go 
, under the name of Orange Bay. Fishing has been the mainstay. 
13. Additional Notes on Fishery and other Resources and Attitude of 
Fishermen, etc.: 
- ------------------
Usually average 2,000 to 2,500 Q's of cod here. 
catch of 3,500 Q's was valued at $31,000. Also sold 
fresh at Englee in September and October of 1951. 
Last year 1 ~ · 
180,000 lbs. 
The salmon catch in 1951 was 35,000 lbs. Fishermen got .25¢ poJ 
lb. Therefore, a close approximation of value of all fish in 1951 
would be:- shore-cure cod $31,000 
Fresh cod - - - 3,825 
Salmon - - - - - 8,750 
Total - $43,575 
- 3 -
Assuming that seventy fishermen were engaged in fishing 
activities in 1951, the average gross income per fisherman 
would be $623. Last year's catch was very good. At this date 
last year, the catch was 2,000 Q's. This year the cod catch 
was only 650 Q's at the date we visited the settlement, and 
the salmon catch was the poorest the fishermen had experienced. 
The seal catch never amounts to very much here. Two years ago 
they got 200 seals, the best catch yet, 
• 
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AGRICULTURE 
Glossary of terms used in attached report 
Small subsistence gardens: 
Garden type agriculture~ 
Areas of less than 500' sq. used 
for vegetable production. 
Areas over 500' sq. and less than 
one half acre producing vegetables. 
Small farm type agriculture: Areas over one half acre but less 
than three acres, under cultivation. 
Minor number of sheep: 
Moderate number of sheep: 
Large number of sheep~ 
Minor or limited amount of 
pasture or hay land~ 
Moderate amount of pasture 
and hay land~ 
Large amount of pasture and 
11ay land: 
Minor or small numbers/ of 
hens~ 
Minor, small or limited 
amounts of vegetables: 
Less than twenty sheep. 
Over twenty but less than one 
hundred sheep. 
Over 100 sheep. 
Area less than five acres of 
lated patches of pasture and 
land. 
0 lSO-
hay 
Area more than five acres and less 
than twenty acres. 
Area over twenty acres. 
One to twelve hens maintained for 
individual family use. 
Production much less than require-
ments. 
- - ~ .. -- -· -- -
.. ',/' ·· ~ ---- . 
ilGRI CULTUR.L 
J:,OC i~ TI ON: DiiTE: 25-7-52. 
-------~-------. ....,.,._....,.~ - ·----------~·---·---·---
ii.GI-IT CULTURB: 
S01LS: 
Ci\OPS: 
LIVF.:s'ID CK : 
POT,,.,I ... TI L· .b ·j li : 
' 
i\Iinor i1urnb;..:;r of very sn12ll gnrdcr.i. 
pntches. V0ry low production. Bulk 
of agricultural products imported. 
Residual stony soil derived from talus 
debris. Pri11cipr.lly f"'ine sa11dstm11e. 
Potc:1.toes c-tnd sorne cc=tbbcge. \1Jild hny 
cut 2long mnrgin of coves. 
Approxim~tely ten she(jp maintained. 
F jc)rd . type harbour surrounded by 
pr·ecipi tous r11ount2ins. !<Jo 2gricul turcil 
potential. 
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SEAPORT SURVEY, NORTH EAST COAST NEWFOUNDLAND 
c 
· Community Great Harbour Deep. Lat. 50°23' Long. 56°32' 
Air Photo Coverage Al2787 (34 - 35) 
Al2772 (211 - 213) 
" Maps employed - 12 NE (l - 8 miles) 
Al2787 (33 - 36) 
Al2772 (210 - 21.4) 
1. No. of families present now (welfare). 240/5 - 48. 
2. Area of accessible forest. Approx. 12,000 acres. (Very rough 
estimate). 
(a) Estimated percent of slow growing forest. 30%. 
(b) Ownership and control. The A.N.D. Co. limit line runs 
N. 25°E (ast) crossing the harbour 
approximately half way betwe.en the 
village and the sea. 
3. Difficulties of utilization. 
(a) Existing roads from forest to port. None. 
(b) Possibilities for roads forest to port. Poor - see notes. 
(l) slopes - steep at the harbour edge._ 
(2) boulders, rock, etc. Possible routes from harbour 
very rocky and broken. 
4. Sawmills licensed for 1952 - 2. 
5. Distance to nearest licensed timber - miles. Town on A.N.D. 
Co. limit. 
6. Opportunities for using port as exit from licensed timber 
area. - It is the logical exit for a large section of the 
interior, especially at the end of Soufflet's Arm 
of the same main harbour. 
7. Forestry Rating. A. 
• \ 
\ 
' 
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HARBOUR DEEP 
An exeellent harbour which, despite the laok of level 
ground, is bound to develop as soon as the A.N.D. company 
begin to operate their tfinber limits in this region • 
• The present supply of water from dug wells could be 
either supplemented or replaced by a gravity system using the 
large stream which flows into the south-western corner of the 
harbour. Either it or one of the other two large streams 
flowing into the harbour might be developed as a limited source 
of power. 
There are no roads now but construction would not be 
difficult once the steep slopes around the harbour are climbed. 
It is quite possible that this region will be connected to the 
Bowater Deer Lake road system when the A.N.D. Company commence 
pulp operations. Even if this does not occur, Harbour Deep is 
a natural exi.t for much of the interior pulpwood and local 
' 
roads, especially along the Soufflet's River, will have to be 
built, 
The valley timber is fast growing and large enough for 
pulpwood or local saw timber. The hilltops are very thin~soiled 
and either barren or covered with slow-growing spruce or balsam. 
This is essentially a fishing settlement which, because of 
the difficulty of winter travel, supplies little woods labour. 
The two small sawmills are family businesses providing work for 
not more than three to four men each • 
• 
• 
• 
WELFARE REPORT 
It is not intended, in this report, to present a detailed 
analysis of each cornmuni ty v'isi ted: on the contrary it is 
proposed to state certain general principles and indicate, as 
far as possible, their application to the problem of the 
future development of the north-east coast from the point of 
view of public welfare. 
It is possible, but highly improbable, that one of the 
communities visited during the survey possesses all the re-
quirements for development, but any plan for such a community 
which does not take into consideration the effect of any 
proposed development upon the surrounding district is incom-
plete: in other words, development must be planned on a regional 
rather than a community basis. 
In each area it should be possible to provide the ordinary 
conveniences of modern civilized living as well as the means of 
earning a livelihood. This means that medical and health 
services must be available within a reasonable distance and that 
welfare and educational services must also be easily accessible, 
furthermore it is assumed that the educational services would 
not be limited to those offered by one or more one-room schools~ 
An adequate water supply for the entire community is 
essential if good health is to be maintained and, if the 
community is not to become an overcrowded slum, sufficient space 
must be available for suitable building lots. At the same time 
it should be possible to develop adequate telephonic and tele-
graphic communications within the area itself as well as with 
the rest of the Province • 
Above all it must be possible to develop road communications. 
Possibly this might, in the first instance, be limited to a 
local road system linking the settlements in each area but 
ultimately it involves a link with the main highroad system of 
the island. 
Even the most optimistic estimate of the fishing season on 
the north-east coast would not exceed six months and it is 
doubtful if, under prevailing weather conditions, the actual 
number of fishing days on any part of the coast ever exceeds one 
hvndred twenty in any year. In these circumstances the presence 
or absence of alternative forms of employment in the area during 
the months when fishing is impossible must be a vital factor in 
any plans for fisheries. 
For the purpose of this report, the north-east coast of the 
island may be divided into the following areas: 
(1) Flower's Cove,which includes the coastline from St. Margaret's 
Bay to Eddy's Cove and extends inland to the foothills of the 
Long Range. 
(2) St. Anthony, which includes the peninsula formed by Pistolet 
Bay and Hare Bay from Raleigh to Ireland Bight. 
(3) Canada Bay, which includes Roddickton, Englee, Canada Hr., 
Conche, Crouse, Fishot, St. Julien's and Grey Islands as well 
as the area between Hooping Hr. and Harbour Deep. 
(4) Sop's Arm, which includes Jackson's Arm, Coney Arm, Sop's 
Island and the area between Sop's Arm and Hampden. 
(5) The Baie Verte Peninsula from Westport in White Bay to King's 
Point in the South West Arm of Green Bay. 
(6) The Fortune Harbour Peninsula and adjacent islands east and 
west. 
(7) Twillingate, including the settlements on Twillingate and New 
World Islands. 
(8) Fogo, including the settlements on Fogo Island and Change 
Islands. 
(9) Wesleyville which includes the coastline from Lumsden to 
Pools Island. 
(10) The Bonavista Peninsula - from King's Cove to Trinity. 
Any proposal for development involving a community si.tuated 
on an island should be scrutinized with great care, regardless of 
the proximity to known fishing grounds, as it must inevitably be 
completely isolated from the mainland for at least four months of 
the year. 
If any development is planned, there sould be a long range 
plan which should be sufficiently comprehensive to allow 
• 
commitments to be made well in advance of actual operations and 
yet sufficiently elastic to permit necessary modification from 
time to time. 
• 
.. 
CANADA. BAY 
This area is distinguished chiefly for the almost complete 
absence of roads of any kind, furthermore the nature of the 
terrain is such that in winter travel between settlements is 
extremely difficult and dangerous. The nearest road is a spur 
line from the St. Margaret's Bay-Main Brook which might 
ultimately be connected with Roddickton. The International 
Grenfell Association maintains nursing stations at Englee and 
Rod_dickton. 
Although there is a five room school at Roddickton the 
standard of achievement is not high. The best school is 
probably the three room school at Conche. All the other schools 
are of the one and two room variety in which the standard of 
achievement is for the most part lamentably low. There has been 
no teacher at Hooping Harbour for the past three years. 
With some exceptions, housing g enerally is poor and in 
spite of the logging operations at Roddicton, the economy of the 
area can only be described as marginal, and even this standard 
is maintained only by the ample supply of wood available for 
fuel. 
Space for a townsite is limited although Englee and Conche 
both have possibilities if an adequate supply of water is 
available. There is also the possibility of linking Englee, 
Roddickton and Conche with the spur line on the St. Margaret's 
Bay-Main Brook road.· 
• 


